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On Wednesdaynight, University President
Rev. William P. Leahy, S.J., andfour ofBoston
College's top administrators addressed the
recent changes affecting the development of
the University and the future of the school in
the second annual State of the Heights address. The event focused on the evolutionof
academic and student life in the University,
particularly in regard to increasedinteraction
betweenfaculty, administration,and students,
and the effects of the Master Plan.
Executive Vice President Patrick Keating,
University Provost Cutberto Garza, Dean of
Faculties, Vice President of University Mission and Ministry Rev. Joseph Appleyard,
S.J, and Vice President of Student Affairs
Sheilah Horton joinedLeahy in relaying how
developmentsin eachof their respective areas
will affect the studentbody and the University
as a whole.
Leahy began the night by explaining his
schedule and his duties as president of the
University. In addition to the traditional
activities of fundraising and administrating,
Leahy has been working on a new project

Students call for
'consistency' on right
to life issues
By

Patrick Gallagher

Heights Staff

With spring break fast approaching,
students are scrambling to schedule
interviews to meet with potential employers, who have become increasingly
visible on campus thesepast weeks. Yesterdayevening, as representativesarrived
from the Joint Warfare Analysis Center
(JWAC)

-

an independent contractor

working under the U.S. Department of
Defense (DOD) - they were greeted by
cries of disapproval.
Jon Sege, an active member of the
Global Justice Project at Boston College and A&S '09, rallied with other
members in Gasson Hall, where the informationsession was heldfor interested
students.
"What we're trying to highlight is
that we go to a schoolthatreally touts its
Jesuit background and ideals," said Sege,
"and it should be within those values to
be opposed to the war and those who
facilitate it - the kind of activity JWAC
contributes to."
Sege cited other issues such as the
stance BC takes against abortion and
against having abortionrights speakers
on campus, questioning why the ideals
that support those decisions are not
taken into account when it comes to
permitting recruiters such as the JWAC
to speak on campus.
"It's a question of consistency," he
continued. "There seems to be a blind

See Protest, A5

Writers of

faith call
for hope
By DavidKete

For The Heights
On Monday,a panel ofCatholic writers
discussed their personal experiences of
hope in the presentation, "Take Heart:
CatholicWriters and Hope in Our Time,"
which was sponsoredby theChurch in the
21st Century,and ran in conjunction with
thereleaseof the book by the samename.
Ben Birnbaum, editor of Take Heart:
Catholic Writers on Hope in Our Time
and special assistant to the president of
BostonCollege,citedfrom theBaltimore
Catechism: "Hope is the virtue by which
we firmly trust that God is all-powerful
and faithful to his promises and will in
his mercy give us eternal happiness and
the means to obtain it." Although this
idea was applied within the context of
Catholicism, it was also broadened to
a more inclusive definition. "Hope is a
belief not that things will turn out well,
necessarily, but that things will make
sense," said Birnbaum, quoting French
Christian existentialistGabriel Marcel.
This definition gave those attending the
presentation a lens through which they
could view their own experiences and
those of the speakers.
Birnbaum served as moderatorfor the
night. The four panelists includedKevin
Cullen, staff columnist for the Boston
Globe, Pulitzer prize winner, and contributor to Take Heart; Colleen Griffith,
adjunct associate professor of theology
and faculty directorof spiritualitystudies
for the Institute of Religious Education
and Pastoral Ministry; Clare Dunsford,
associate dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences andauthor ofSpellingLove
with an X: A Mother, a Son, and the Gene
thatBinds Them; and Fr. Robert Imbelli,
associate professor of theology and con-

See Writers, A5

See Address, A5

The administration hopes to
release partial

results of course
evaluations to
students in September.

An off-campus
student council
has been created
to facilitate relations between
students and
BC's neighbors.

In the fall,
BC plans to run
simulated drills
to test the emergency preparedness system.
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2008 PresidentialElection." The event
took place in the study lounge on the
seventh floor of Walsh Hall.
The program focused on the can"There are all these things that
work in the moment," said Karen didacies of Senators Hillary Clinton
Miller, professor in the history deand Obama, although the program
partment, when discussing Barack also addressed issues of race and
Obama's presidentialcampaign.
gender in America. The evening was
Miller was joinedby Eve Spangler, a combination of moderated discusprofessor in the sociologydepartment, sion, a question-and-answerbetween
and Michael Chapman, professor in the panelists and the audience, and
the history department, on Wednesmedia clips. The event was moderated
day evening at the FACES hall talk, by two members of the FACES coun"Race, Gender, and Ethnicity in the cil, Jessica Frattaroli, A&S '09, and
By

Thomas Keane

For The Heights

Christopher Miller, council director

and A&S'O9.
One of the first questions posed to
the panel was in regard to the success
that Obama's candidacy has had in
comparison to presidential campaigns
run in the past by prominent AfricanAmericans, such as Jesse Jackson or
Al Sharpton.
"Obama'sroad is a well-trodroad:
his road as a great speaker at a national convention. His oratorical
skills made him a national figure,"
Miller said.

...

"It depends too on the circumstances on which they run," Chapman
said. He also pointed out that "women
and minority candidates have had
credibility issues in the past."
The poignancy ofthis comment was
brought to the forefront when a clip of
Clinton's infamous "breakdown"prior
to the New Hampshire primary was
shown to the audience.This prompted
Frattaroli to ask the panelists if they

See Election, A4

Candidates square off in final debate
By Alexi Chi
News Editor

The Undergraduate Government of
Boston College (UGBC) Presidential
candidates faced off for the last time
this election season in the final debate
this Tuesday. Christopher Denice, CSOM
'09, and Alejandro Montenegro, A&S
'09, contended against PhilipDumontet,
CSOM '09, and Michael Sokolowski,
CSOM '09. The new president and vice
president ofthe UGBC willbe determined
by student vote today and tomorrow on
Agora.
At the debate, candidates were first
asked questions by an Elections Committee (EC) representative. Following
this, candidates were permitted to ask
questions of each other. Finally, questions were gathered andposed from the
LAN THOMAS/ HEIGHTS EDITOR

Candidates Alejandro Montenegro and Chris Denice, and Phil Dumontet and Mike Sokolowski, faced offfor the last time in the final debate.

Journalist relates
By Kathryn Havranek
For The Heights

Sing Sing Correctional Facility in Ossining, N.Y., has held some ofAmerica's most
notorious criminals. An almostunavoidable
fascination with what goes on behind these
locked gateslures readers into readingbooks
such as George Jackson's SoledadBrother:
Letters from Prison, and Jack Abbot's In the

Sports
BC women's basketball
v beats Georgia Tech while
"thinking pink" to raise B8
awareness for breast cancer

INSIDE

BC plans to
hire 35 new
faculty members
within the next
year; 20-25 percent of new hires
are AHANA.
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See Debate, A4

experience in Sing Sing

Belly of the Beast: LettersFromPrison. These
books usually only reveal theperspective of
the inmates, while the experiencesof the
guards who monitor them has rarely been

guard for nearly a year.
In person, Conover seems an unlikely
prison guard.Conoversaid thathehas always
been interested in prisons. He felt that he

examined.
Writer and Pulitzer Prize finalist Ted
Conover spoke to an intimate group ofBoston College students on Wednesday night
abouthis mostrecent book,New Jack, which
depicts his experiencesworking as a prison

could learn something by being a corrections officer, a position often considered
thebottom level oflaw enforcement.When
he moved to New York in the mid-19905,
he found that many families in rural states
worked together in prisons because of the

Marketplace

security and benefits that working in jails
offers. He convinced The New Yorker to
subsidize a story on prison guards. "I didn't
want to preach to the choir. I wanted to
interest people who hadn't made up their

minds about prison," Conover said. When
he discoveredthat as a citizen he would not
be able to visit a correctional facility and

See Journalist, A5
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Cubans look to Fidel's
brortahef esignation
LYNNE SLADKY / AP PHOTO

UNIVERSITIES

ONCAMPUS

Bill reducing student debt
passes the House of Rep.

DptaMCwrotnrebciehsldnJhf'st. ospital

?

The House of Representatives passed
a bill that will attempt to limit student debt, simplify
financialaid applications,and monitorrising education
costs. "The cost for our students and theirfamilies is
of paramount importance to trustees and all in those
in the UA (University ofAlabama) system," saidKellee
Reinhart,vice chancellorfor systemrelationsfor the UA
system. "I believe that our campuses do a good job of
balancingtuition. I do not feel that a federalregulation
will impact us on our threecampuses." Thebillrequires
universities to explain why the cost of attendance is
rising and how the issue will be addressed.
(U-WIRE)

This coming weekend, students shopping at J. Crew
stores in the Boston area will be able to do some good
for the Franciscan Hospital for Children (FHC). Students who present the event's promotionalpostcard,
which can be downloadedat www.bc.edu/dancemarathon,
willreceive a 15percent discount on theirpurchase. Ten
percent of the weekend's sales will benefit the FHC.
The Boston College Dance Marathon is sponsoring
the event, the first pairing of a school group with J.
Crew. The FHC is theprimary charity of Boston Dance
Marathon,which holds benefit events throughout the
year to support the hospital.

?

chemistry, computational and evolutionarymolecular
biology, computer science, economics, mathematics,
neuroscience, and physics. The selection procedure
for the fellowship attempts to target young faculty who
show particularpromise for outstanding contributions
in theirfield.

LOCAL

Etlvhiesbfuumsdongap.dyn jail

Elaine Joyce, who has more than 20 championship
golfingwins to her name, is challenginga public Cape
Cod golf course that wouldnot let her play because she
is a woman. The course, Dennis Pines, would not allow Joyce to playwith her father in a tournament. Her
father received a phone call and was told that he was
welcome to play with another maleplayer, but that his
daughter would not be allowedto play. The club has a
long traditionof separating tournaments by gender, a
practice that Joyce contends is in violationofher 14th
Amendmentrights.

An Elvis impersonator from Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
is being charged with fraud after he convinced people
to hold a benefit concert for him. Frederick Denmark,
an Elvis tribute artist, reaped the benefits of a concert
held for him afterhe toldpeople that his house burned
down.The concert raised more than $2,000 in cash, as
well as other household items and clothes. However,
police say that therewas never a fire at Denmark's home.
Denmark is now being charged with felony, organized
fraud and felony grand theft. He is free on $4,000 bail
pending charges offraud.
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News Tips
Have a news tip or a good ideafor a
story? Call Alexi Chi, News Editor,
at (617) 552-0172, or e-mail news@
bcheights.com. For future events,

e-mail, fax,

or mail a

detailed de-

scription of the event and contact
information to the News Desk.
Sports Scores
Want to report the results of a
game? Call Jessica Isner, Sports
Editor, at (617) 552-0189, or e-mail
sports@bcheights.com.
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EDITORIAL RESOURCES

Princeton University is developing a new program
that wouldallow accepted freshmen to study abroad
for a year before college. University President Shirley
M. Tilghman referred to the program as a chance
for,"cleansingthe palate of highschool, giving them a
year to regroup." Manyuniversities offer study-abroad
programs for students already on campus,butPrinceton
seems to be thefirst university to offer one for entering
freshmen. Proponents of the program say that it will
give students a maturity andinternationalperspective
fromthe very start oftheircollegeeducation.Princeton
will not charge students tuitionfor the yearabroad, and
may even be able to offer some financial assistance to
students who make use ofthe program.

Torsten Fiebig, an assistant professor in the chemistry department, was recently awarded a Sloan Research Fellowship. These prestigious fellowships are
awardedto young faculty members in the science fields
and are intended to enhance their careers. Each year,
118 fellowships are awarded to faculty in the fields of

Cape
at
divide
Codclub

NATIONAL

Princeton-bound students may
first make a stop abroad

Chemistry professor receives
prestigious research fellowship

Fefmigahltsolergender

HAVANA (AP) - Now that Fidel Castro has
retired, many Cubans are looking to his brother
to let more people open businesses, own homes,
and even travel abroad. But it will probably fall
to a new generation ofleadersto ultimatelyfulfill
or frustratetheirdreamsof prosperity. During his
one and a half years as acting president, 76-yearold Raul Castro has hinted atreform but made
few major changes a reticence many see as a
sign of respect for his beloved, more doctrinaire,
81-year-old brother, who survived despite the efforts of 10 U.S. presidents to bringhim down.And
while hopingthatRaulandhis likelyNo. 2, Carlos
Lage, will advocatefor change, they wonderhow
that willfly with Fidel, who stepped downbutisn't
going away. Theresignation, announced Tuesday,
should give Raul Castro the autonomy he lacked
as the government's caretaker since Fidel was
sidelined by intestinal surgery in July 2006.

tYGoAuidrNe ewspaper

WASHINGTON (AP) - High seas in the
north Pacific may force the Navy to wait
another day before launching a heat-seeking missile on a mission to shoot down a
wayward U.S. spy satellite, the Pentagon
said Wednesday. Weather conditions are
one of many factors that U.S. military
officers are taking into account as they
decidewhether to proceed with themission
Wednesday or to put it off, according to a
senior militaryofficerwho briefedreporters
at the Pentagon on conditionthat he not be
identified. Earlier in the day, bad weather
in the north Pacific was causing rough
seas, which may be a problem for the USS
Lake Erie, a cruiser armed with two SM-3
missiles. A final decision will be made by
Defense Secretary RobertGates.

Arts Events
The Heights covers a multitude of
events both on andoff campus - including concerts, movies, theatrical
performances, and more. Call Jo-

seph Neese, Arts andReview Editor,
at (617) 552-0515, or e-mailreview®
bcheights.com. For future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its

readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you

believewe havemadea reporting error, have informationthat requires a

clarification or correction, or questions about The Heights standards

and practices, you may contact
Pilar Landon, Editor-in-Chief, at
(617) 552-2223, or e-mail editor®
bcheights.com.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Police Blotter
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Saturday, Feb. 16
12:57 a.m. - A report was filed regarding a
noise complaint. An unregistered party was
shut down as a result.
2:01 a.m. - Areport was filedregarding a verbal altercationbetween several parties.

1:27 p.m. - A report was filed regarding an
injured party who was transported to a medical facility.

"What is your favorite kind of Girl

warnings after a quantity of marijuana was

3:19 a.m. - Areport was filed regarding an intoxicatedunderageparty who was transported
to a medicalfacility.
4:00 a.m. - A report was filed regarding a
noise complaint on campus. An unregistered
party was shut down as a result.

1:56 a.m. - A report was filed regarding a
suspicious motor vehicle.
3:01 a.m.

Kunji Horiguchi,

CSOM '11

"Tagalongs."

?John Zeiss,
A&S '11

11:35a.m. - Areport was filed regarding some
missing traffic signs.
12:54 p.m. - A report was filed regarding
graffiti damage to some property. The area
was photographed and cleaned. A detective
is investigating.

- A report was filed regarding two

suspicious motor vehicles. Several non-students were identified and issued trespass

"Samoas."
?

Monday, Feb. 18

5:06 p.m. - A report was filed regarding an 10:04 a.m. - A report was filed regarding inill party who was treated and then refused formationrecevied fromNortheasternUniverfurther medical treatment or transportation sity Policeregarding a Boston Collegestudent
who had been ejected from their property
to a medical facility.
due to marijuana. A copy of the report was
forwarded to the ODSD for action.
Sunday, Feb. 17
1:35 a.m. - Areport was filedregardingan underage intoxicatedparty who was transported
to a medicalfacility.

Scout cookie?"

found.

?

Source: The Boston College
Police Department

Delivery
To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distribution problems on campus,
contact Michael Kindrat-Pratt,
General Manager at (617) 552-

-0547.
Advertising
The Heights is one of the most effective ways to reach the BC community. To submit a Classified,
Display, or Online Advertisement,
call our Advertising office at (617)
552-2220 Monday through Friday.

The Heights is producedby BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2007. All rights reserved.

CORRECTIONS

Please send
corrections to editor@
"Tagalongs."
?Greg Nugent,

A&S '11

bcheights.com
with 'correction'
in thesubject line.
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Christopher Denice, CSOM '09, to people and realizing we have
general management major a lot of information about what
with concentrations in finance and UGBC has done and needs to do,
marketing. He is the UGBC chief of combined with our friendship,
staff, the ResidenceHall Association pushed us over.
(RHA) treasurer, and a memberof the
What do you perceive as the
BC StudentsAthleticCommittee.He greatest strength of your plathas also beeninvolved inAppalachia form, andwhat areasor topics do
and ResidenceHall Council (RHC).
you wish you had spent more time
Alejandro Montenegro, AdiS '09, developingideasfor?
is a politicalscience major. He is the
CD: By far the greateststrength
UGBC assistant director of student is in everythingthere is something
affairs and is involved in EagleEs- we've already worked on, somecort, RHA, BC cheerleading,andclub
thing that we've touched, somehockey.
thing that we'repassionate about,
When and why did you decide and somethingwe definitely see as
to run for president and vice feasible within a year.
AM: As far as weaknesses as a
president of the Undergraduate
Government of Boston College platform, I don't think there are
(UGBC)?
too many because we did do thereChris Denice: We decided over searchand we know whatwe want
winter break to run together. It to achieve. That being said, there
was definitely very much a 'do it
willbe certain tasks that are harder
togetheror notat all'kind of thing. thanothers. The cultural diversity
We complement each other very core is going to be an uphill battle,
well in our ability to lead a group and the service trip endowment is
and organize.
going to be an uphill battle.
You have an extremelylong list
Alejandro Montenegro: We've
been workingwith each other since ofgoals laidout in yourplatform.
freshman year, so we've had that Howdo you intendto accomplish
natural chemistry right from the them all within your one-year
start, and Ithink that's one of the
term?
reasons we felt that, if we were to
AM: Well I think the nature of
run, it would be with each other UGBC allows us to tackle a lot of
or not at all.
different fronts at the same time.
CD: A lot ofit was people comIt's not something where we litering up to us and asking us if we ally have to be the ones spending
were going to be running. Talking the time on it, but we have to know
is a

who to put in those positions to
worktowards those goals.
CD: Just the fact that even in
[Phil and Soko's] platform they
highlight the need or desire to
eliminatecertain directorships and
leaders of the individual departments wouldbe alarming to some
and insulting to others. If you're
eliminating thosepositions, you're
either cutting tasks out and saying
they'renot important, or putting a
lot more responsibilityona certain
individual.
How do you plan to address
the different needs of all the
variousorganizations andstudent
groupson campus?
AM: It's always a toughbalancing act, with so many groups on
campus and so many events going
on, but I think justmakingsure the
communication links are open. We
say time and time again we need to
make sure we'retalkingto as many
people as possible because it can't
go back to that eliteorganization it
used to be in the past. We have to
make sure UGBC does a good job
fostering all student voices.
What do you see as the greatest issue facing BC students
today, and how will you address
this?
CD: I think we're in a crux of
time right now. Students now feel
like they're being pushed aside,
and with the school just unveiling

its MasterPlanand StrategicPlan,
we need to make sure the school is
on the right track for a better BC
in 10 years, and that students now
are not being forgotten about and
not being pushed aside. Whether
dealing with off-campus housing
issues or the new printing policy,
it can't happen anymore that the
school changes its policy without
letting us know beforehand. We
wantto continue ourrelationships
with administratorsbut make sure
thatthe current student voice isn't
being muffled.
In what ways willyou address
the needs and concerns of the
AHANA and GLBTQ communities?
AM: There are a lot of different
fronts we need to attack on this.
First there is the Nelson Chair,
which was specifically created by
the administrationto address the
lackof diversity in the faculty and
administrationand in creating
this chair, the administrationhas
acknowledged there is a problem
with diversity, and it is important
that we see they carry that out. We
also need to address the cultural
diversity core front. The definition is very vague, and there is an
underlying goal that needs to be
realized in that cultural diversity
shouldn'tbe a class aboutthe cultures, but about the conversation
ofcultures.

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Change has been a popular

concept in politicsrecently - so
how will you change student life
here at BC?

CD: A specific goal would be
changeswithin UGBC. We want to
beinvolved in a lot more decisions
by the administration that will
hopefully come down to impact

student life. We want more people
to be able to get involved. I was
denied a position in UGBC as a
sophomore and I was told, "stay
involved," and I asked how to do
that,but there was no communication beyond that. That's certainly
not what we want to do.
www.chris-alej.com

DPumhonitel 'MaWScbkdwU
sv: '
When and why didyou decide

can make BC better?", what we
ended up with was a realistic
president of the Undergraduate platform with specific steps we
Government of Boston College can actually take. And as far as a
(UGBC)?
weakness is concerned, living in a
Phil Dumontet: We decided to freshman area thepast two years,
run because we can use our leadwe have never experiencedliving
ership experience as RAs for two offcampus; however,we are proud
years, as an OL for two years, and to say that we have been able to
as a UGBC Senator to bring this
evolve our platform based on
new, fresh perspective to UGBC feedback from other candidates
to make it better. And we thinkby
and students to incorporate that
bringing thisfresh perspective we now. We don't see our platform
can create meaningful change.
as a static document, but rather
Mike Sokolowski: I care a a dynamic document adaptingto
great deal about people, and I am the students'needs becausethat's
confident in my abilityto lead and what we should do.
do the best job possible in that
In whatways willyou address
position.
the needs and concerns of the
PD: Mike and I have been AHANA and GLBTQ communigood friends since freshman year, ties?
so although we just spoke about
PD: We're calling for weekly
it this past fall, we feel we'dbe a meetings with ALC andGLCleaders to ensure we remain receptive
great matchbecause of our comto their concerns and be able to
patibility.
What do you perceive as the respond to them. We will also use
our marketingagency, PLUGGED,
greatest strength of your platform, and what areas or topics to ensure that we help promote
do you wish you had spent more ALC and GLC events to the stutime developing ideasfor?
dentbody.
MS: Also just having converPD: I think the greatest
strength of our platform is that sations with people to become
everything has been refined to more versed in their needs. The
ensure its success by talking to important conversations that are
administrators.While we initially started between us and others
started with the idea of asking passionate about these subjects
students "how do you think we will leadto greaterthings no matto run for president and vice

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Philip Dumontet, CSOM '09, is

with
Over
the last two years, he has acted as
an orientation leader, aresident assistant, Associate News editor, and
Opinions editorfor The Heights.
Michael Sokolowski, CSOM '09,
a general management major
a concentration in marketing.

is a general management major with
a concentration in finance. He has
acted as a residentialassistant and
as a UGBC senatorfor community

relations. Hehas also been involved
in the Jenks Leadership program,
Halftime, 4Boston, theAlumniAssociation, and Appalachia.

IMPROVING SUSTAINABILITY: Chris and Alejandro stress the importance of improving and
publicizing BC's environmental policies to reduce the school's ecological footprint. They call
for the creation of a new "Officer of Sustainability" within University administrationto enforce
sustainable practices throughout campus.

Currently the State of the
Communicationand visibility Heights address is held once a
of UGBC is a major component year. Explain how the increase
of yourplatform, and some may you are proposing of holding biargue, overpowers the impormonthly Stateof the Heights adtance of getting certain tasks dresseswill notweakenthe value
done. Why is this such a critical or significance of the event.
issue for you?
PD: Because we are working
PD: We think that this is an on more initiatives and doing
over-arching themethat can really more for the student body, we
will have more to share. That's
encompass all our ideas. By making communication and visibility just one venue. We need to reach
a priority, we think we can do a students as many waysas possible
better job representing the stuand maximize our reach. That's
dentsand whatthey're lookingfor why we are also using electronic
and what they need. The general means such as blogs, the Web
lack of unity in communication site, and our newsletter. But we
are also going to be out there in
among students is a problem, and
we've developedseveralinitiatives person through this bi-monthly
to build unity and a stronger comState of the Heights and also by
munity among the student body. visiting every dorm throughout
As UGBC president and vice the year.
What changes in student
president, we believe we'd have
to lead by example and put into
life can students expect to see
place several key initiatives to with you as president and vice
really bring together the student president?
PD: We have a lotofinitiatives
body.
MS: And if you know what that will benefit a lot of students,
UGBC is capable of, then you whether it's the BClife! Center
knowwhat questions to ask to get which calls for advertising for
other things done.
on- and off-campus events, or
PD: We need to help students seeking GPS on the buses, which
be more invested in UGBC. Once is now a realistic goal. These are
we show them that UGBC can real changes that would benefit
workfor you and can accomplish every student's life and come at a
these goals,we think students will minimal cost.
www.philsokooB.com.
be more involved.

PHIL 'SOK 08

DENMCIHRS-ALJO ONTENEGRO
OFF-CAMPUS LIFE: Having both lived off-campus this year, Chris and Alejandro have a level of
understanding with those students struggling to find housing and deal with neighbors. They
are looking for a clearer off-campus "write-up" process and policy to be presented to students.
A UGBC representative will also be appointed to attend all public Allston-Brighton City Council
meetings to help forge better relations with the surrounding community.

ter what.

UNITY: Phil and Soko want to foster a stronger BC community through increased
communication and visibility. A weekly newsletter, a weekly student life forum, and a universal
Web portal are some of the ideas this team has proposed to improve student relations with
their own governing body, the UGBC, so the student voice is better represented.

ENTERTAINMENT: Phil and Soko want to use UGBC's budget in the mostfiscally responsible
manner in the hopes of creating more frequent events on campus, such as movie screenings,
casino nights, student-body trips, and a senior capstone event. Phil and Soko also want to give
students the opportunity to vote on big-name acts to ensure the high-profile fall and spring
concerts thatstudents want.

CULTURAL DIVERSITY CORE CURRICULUM: Chris and Alejandro want to improve the options
for the cultural diversity core requirement so students are more engaged and excited about
the subject and don't see it as a class to 'just get out of the way.' They have suggested the
possibility of changing it to a year-long requirement as well.

SOCIAL ISSUES: Increased dialogue between different groups on campus is emphasized in
Phil and Soko's platform. They want to improve publicity for all events on campus, especially
those with an emphasis on diversity, and also build stronger relationships between the UGBC,
the ALC, and the GLC through weekly meetings. They have also proposed the creation of a
BC Pledge for all students to sign theirfreshman year to instill the values and spirit of the BC

BC TV: They want to add ESPN-U to the list of cable channels that BC provides and let students
vote on the possibility of adding more movie channels in the future.

community.

FLAT SCREEN NOTIFICATION SYSTEM: Chris and Alejandro continue to support the installation
of these screens in high-traffic areas on campus, which can be accessed by all clubs to
promote student events. They will also be used to notify students in the event of an emergency.
SERVICE TRIP ENDOWMENT: Chris and Alejandro support the continued effort by the UGBC to
develop an endowment to support service trips, which will allow alumni to donate directlyto
the cause of service trips and improve availability of location choices for trips in the future.

ATHLETICS: Creating a new BC tradition, Phil and Soko hope to develop a Spring Fling event,
combining a spring football game and concert into one weekend. They also hope to revamp the
BC Rally Club to give students a greater say in athleticinitiatives held on campus.
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS: Phil and Soko propose the creation of a Coordinated Advising Center to
pool the resources of the current centers, as well develop a Student Advising Fair that will give
underclassmenthe chance to approach upperclassmen with questions and concerns about
classes. They also have a "syllabus sneak-peekinitiative," and a goal of releasing the official
online course evaluations.
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Election Guide: UGBC Senate Candidates Present Platforms
Senate Candidates for Class of 2009:
AndrewDoyle, A&S
lam agood candidatebecause I haveexperienceanddrive,twoqualities
crucial to success within the UGBC. I served as Senatepresident last year,
making us more accessibleand accountable. Wehave accomplished much
goodduring my tenure, and I intend to continueto advocatefor studentsif

re-elected.

Alex Dea, CSOM
I am passionate and committed to finding and serving the best
interests of the students. I have experience after serving two years in
the Senate, and I have been able to suggest and implement tangible

solutions. I understand that I do not have all the answers and that I
never will, but I feel confident in my abilities to work with students and
the administrationto find those answers as best as I can.

Scott Jelinek, A&S

Jonathan Karl, A&S
As a senator this year, I served as vice chairman of the Senate
Select Committee on off-campus policies. In the coming year, I will
work to ensure that the ODSD adopts our committee's recommendations. I will continue to push for financial accountability in the
Senate, making sure that every student benefits from UGBC Senate
sponsorships, not just select student groups.

JamesNg, A&S
Elected twice to the UGBC Senate,I have negotiated with administrators to install the ketchup pumps in Corcoran Commons. I was the
principal drafter in revisingthe UGBC Constitution.I havewritten more
pieces of student legislation than any other senator in recent history.

With my involvement with the Senate over the past two years, I
believe that I can continue to give our class the voice it deserves in
decision-makingand improve and strengthen our community. I promise
to continue to express the concerns of the BC student that otherwise
would go unheard.

Peter Tang, CSOM
As a senator, I feel that if I would beable to better bridge the discon-

nect between thestudent body and the UGBC, as well as identify and
solve problems within the UGBC system.

life off campus, shedding more light on women's issues by potentially
creating a Women's Leadership Council, and finding better ways to

Kasey Lafreniere
As BC students, we each can affect change by working together as
a whole. I intend to strengthen our community by increasing awareness
ofsensitiveissues facingstudents. Beyond that, improving the advising
students receive, more funding for service trips, and thecreation of a
permanent women'scouncil will change student life for the better.

connect the student body to its elected representatives.I hopetotruly
reach out to my class, listen to its needs, and work with administrators
to fill these needs.

Senate Candidates for Class of 2011:

Chris Poulos, A&S
I seek to continue working toward goals such as improving student

Maria Jaen-Centeno, A&S
I have been involved in many organizations and causes on and off
campus; in all of which I have made a point to represent who I am and
what I stand for. I would like the opportunity to expand my horizonsand
join the UGBC Senate. I offer a fresh and differentperspective.

Senate Candidates for Class of 2010:
Kate Girskis, CSOM
Being a part of the Senate this year,I have seen us grow and take
on numerousprojects to bettertheBC community. If elected next year,
I want to carry on these conversations,especially in the areas of offcampus policy and transportation, to bring about a positive change
on campus.

Sarah Onori, A&S
I want to be a senator again because I have more to contribute
and accomplish. I took this position seriously this year, and I want

to continue to advocateand change policy and impact our campus.
Apart from the other candidates, I have experience, dedication,and
true heartto be a senator.
Kevin Schuster, A&S
I want to see improvement in communication with greater unity
between every part ofBC: students, groups, administration,etc. I think
I can be a voice for students' concerns, and can accomplish significant
goalsthrough takingtangible steps with others to make everyone's BC
experience the best it can be.
Ebram Megally, A&S
I would make a good senator because after only serving one term

as a senator, I was able to establish myself with my colleagues and
many of the deans here at BC. And with a solid foundation already
incorporated in the UGBC, I will be able to further have a positive influence for my classmates.

Patricia Lopez, CSOM
I am passionate about student government and am a very determined and dedicated person who knows how to work hard. I have a
lot of experience in student government, but more importantly, I have
a great desire to better represent our class and make our years at
BC better.

Rafael Leonardo, CSOM
Why vote for me? I have an easy name to remember (two

ninja
turtles) and necessary experience: I'm already in the UGBC Senate,
Carroll School of Money (while being a philosophy major), Army ROTC,
St. Thomas More Society, AHANA Leadership Academy, PSBC, United

in Christ, and was a football season ticket-holder.

Harvey Simmons, A&S
As a current senator, I feel I have gained some great experience,
and I am prepared to meet all the challenges that our campus might
the next year, while keeping an open mind and working hard to
provide students with more greatopportunities to make theirtime on
the Heights evenmore comfortable and enjoyable.

face in

David Xu, CSOM
I am very passionate about making change for the better at Boston
Collegethrough uniting thestudent body. I was the senior class president of Briarcliff High School and interned for Congresswoman Nita
Lowey. I know how to execute plans and bring people together.
Michael Sheehan, A&S
I'm running because I want change. The current senators don'tadequately address our needs. The only way to get proper representation
for myself and for my classmates is to run against themand win. Only
when there is someone within the Senate keeping them all in check
will the important issues be addressed.

All statements were provided by the candidates via e-mail;
Senate elections will take place alongside the UGBC presidential
elections on Thursday, Feb. 21 and Friday, Feb. 22. Students can
vote on Agora.

Candidates' final debate closes election season
Debate, from Al
audience present at the event.
Prior to the debate, the candidates gave opening statements
that providedan overviewoftheir
platforms.
Denice and Montenegro
stressed that they have already
dealt with the steep learning
curve that comes with involvement in the UGBC, and said that
theyfelt ready to lead thestudent
body.
Dumontet and Sokolowski
said that they knocked on the
doors ofBC students and found
that many weren't aware of current UGBC initiatives or who the
president and vice president are;
some didn't evenknow what the
acronym stands for.
The first question posed addressed clean campaigning; the
candidates were asked to explain
what steps they have taken to
ensure proper conduct on behalf
of their respective teams.
"We have run our campaign
legally and with the utmost integrity," Dumontet said. "We
have done whatever we can to
run a clean campaign; we'rehere
to talk about our own campaign,
not other candidates."
Denice answered in a similar
manner: "From the first day, we
were articulate in therules. This
electionis aboutthe candidates,
and not about comparisons." He
said that he tried to alert other
teams when they were in violation
of the Elections Code and didn't
report other teams for violations
well into campaign season.
The second question addressed both teams' extensive
platforms and asked the candidates what programs they would
be willing to cut from theirlists.
Denice saidthathe is currentlyworking to assess which UGBC
expenses should be taken on by
the University. Every year, he
said, students expect the Break -

ing the Barriers Ball to be bigger
and better.He said that the student activitiesfee shouldbe put
toward events thatare applicable
to as many students as possible.

their friend has amnesty." He
described a program currently
in the works that will address
student formation and ask why
a student might feel the need
to get drunk every weekend.
Dumontet and Sokolowski answered the question in terms "This could be dealt with in a
of how they would fund all the very different way than housing
probationor a write-up," Monteevents on their platform.
"Having events co-sponsored negro said. "It shouldn't prevent
would be highly appreciated," you from getting the help you
Sokolowski said. He said that need." He suggested a warning
they would work with other desystem as a possible means ofaddressing the root of the problem
partments within UGBC to colrather than just punishing the
laborate,but not encroach.
"There shouldn't be departstudent for his offense.
ments with huge allocations of
The next question asked the
cash, so we'll look at that from candidates to tackle the issue of
the get-go," Dumontet said. He the 10-YearPlan, andtheconflict
betweenBC's agendaandthedisproposed that the UGBC leverage relationshipswith companies pleasureof neighboringresidents.
willingto work withBC Athletics Denice and Montenegro proin order to sponsor a new spring posed the appointment of an
tradition that would combine a off-campus liaison within the
football game and a concert in UGBC.
Denice saidhe wouldreevaluone weekend.
The candidates were then ate off-campus RA Steve Montquestionedabout alcohol amnesgomery's position and would
ty, which appears in both teams' attempt to moldtheposition into
platforms.All candidateswish to that of a "true off-campus liaison
offer protection to students who who students could approach
contact authoritieswhen a friend with questions."
is in need of medical assistance
Sokolowski said that he bedue to alcoholintoxication.
lieves that a good-neighborpol"As RAs, we deal with this icy wouldbridge the gap between
on a weekly basis," Sokolowski BC students and the Allstonsaid. He also clarifiedhis team's Brighton community, "ft's easier
stance on the issue, and saidthat to dump beer on someone's car
the intoxicatedperson would not if you don'tknow who they are,"
be given amnesty, because then Sokolowskisaid. "We need to
thatperson is being rewardedfor show that we are assets to the
breaking the law.
community."
"[Such a policy] would be
Dumontet said that he would
create more opportunities, such
abused, the Office of Residential Life would be completely as cookouts and barbeques, to
create stronger relationshipsbeopposed, and it wouldn'tbe sustainableoffcampus," Sokolowski tween students and neighbors.
said.
The candidates were asked to
explain any experiencetheyhave
Montenegro said that his experience working for Eagle Escort had with GLBTQ issues at BC.
has put him in close contact with Dumontet and Sokolowski said
intoxicatedstudents on aregular that as RAs, they have encounbasis.
tered many students struggling
"We are now in the process of with these issues. "They feel
that they are not being viewed
making sure the student helping

with equality from the administration. We need to balance our
Jesuit identity with equality for
all students."
Denice and Montenegro said
that as members of the UGBC,
they have assisted with GLBTQ
programs.

"We definitelyhave hadthese
conversations,"Montenegrosaid.
He said that his team would be
able to dowhatit takesto achieve
the GLBTQ LeadershipCouncil's
long-term goal of establishing a
permanent resource center.
Jenniffer Castillo, A&S '08,
asked Denice and Montenegro
how they would, as the status
quo team, ensure that their platform is creative and instigates

change.
"This is

during his tenure in the UGBC,
Denice cited the organization of
the first UGBC alumni reunion,
and a UGBC MyFiles account
as examples of his accomplishments.

Denice thenasked Sokolowski
why he has attended only two
general UGBC meetings.
Sokolowski said that his RA
duties caused him to miss things
but that, if elected, his position
as vice president of the UGBC
wouldbe his first priority.
Questions from the audience
followed, and the candidateswere
asked how they intend to support
the movement toward making BC
a green campus.

"We've been talking to Dining Services and believe that

distributing free Nalgenebottles
will reduce plastic waste. Dining
but we've only been involvedfor Services is on board and willpartiallyfund theproject," Dumontet
a year. We have a goodperspective ofwhat a student at BC goes said. He also said that he would
through," Denice said. He said workwithEcoPledge,push for an
that their articulate goals,along environmentalstudiesmajor, and
with theirfresh perspective, will ask BC to sign a green university
give them a good starting point pact that 400 other universities
to help them accomplish their have already signed.
Denice said that he would
goals.
Castillo then askedDumontet pressure the University to instate
and Sokowlowskihow they intend an officer of sustainability, a proto cut back on the UGBC's unposal first made two years ago.
Dumontet was thenasked how
necessarybureaucracy, when students are attractedby the official he would respond to criticism
titles. She questioned whether that Pilar Landon, editor-inchief of The Heights and A&S
they would be able to hold stu'09, swayed votes in favor of the
dents accountable who are involved only in committees, and former Heights editor.
are not full UGBC members.
Dumontet said that all board
"By showing the students members who worked with him
in the past left the room for the
what the UGBC can do," Dumontet said, "students will want vote, and that one-fourth of the
to invest themselves in the orgaeditorialwas devoted to explainnization and become involved. ing this process.
When Dumontet and SoBy communicating what each
departmentis working on to the kolowski were asked how two
student body, we can keep those aspects of their platform, BC as
students accountable," he said.
a green campus and the distriThe candidates were then bution of a newsletter, were able
given the opportunity to question to coincide, Dumontet said of
each other.
the newsletter, "ft's electronic.
Whenaskedwhat he has done There's no paper being distriba label people want
to put on us. We are involved,

uted."
Thecandidateswerethenasked
how they felt the current UGBC
administrationcouldbe improved.
"We've taken good stridesto addressthe size of the UGBC, what
works and what doesn't work,
and I have a goodunderstanding
as chiefofstaff. The UGBC made
a strong effort to get a fall concert
and forgot in the process why
they were getting one. We will
make sure big events applyto the
interest of most of the campus,"
Denice said.
Sokolowski said that the
UGBC has to be public, transparent, and accountable, and that
this familiarity with the student
body can be accomplished by
knocking on doors and meeting
studentsface to face. The UGBC,
he said, has the potential to be a
powerful advocacy organization.

Dumontet and Sokolowski
were then asked why they recast
their campaign for change after
having criticized a campaign
orientedtoward change in a previous debate.
"We did say in that debate
that we're running on realistic change," Sokolowski said.
"There's a huge differencebetween revolutionary change and
realistic change. We're not going
to get a bar in the Rat. We're
committed to realistic change.
That's why we've been working
with the administrationto make
sure our platform is realistic, so
we can accomplish it," Dumontet
said.
fn closing, Denice and Montenegro stressed the importance
of having a feasible and specific
plan of action. Dumontet said
thathe believes the UGBC needs
to change, and that he is the
candidate who can deliver that

change.
Both teams emphasized the
impact of the vote. Students can
vote today, or tomorrow,Feb. 22,
on Agora. \u25a0

Panelists debate hot issues in upcoming election
Election, from Al
believed that the connection
between femininity and emotionalityimpacted Clinton and
her campaign, and if so, how.
"It's all about context,
With Hillary there is this enormous concern that she is on
autopilot, that she is a machine
that goes on and on," Spangler
said. She said that emotionality can help candidates connect
with voters in a meaningful
way. "Sometimes they can let
us in, in a semi-contrivedway,"
Spangler said.
"This was a very unique, soft
moment when you hear her real
voice," Miller said.

...

The next issue addressed
by the panel was Senator
Joe Biden's comment about
Obama.
Biden said, "I mean, you got
the first mainstream AfricanAmerican who is articulate
and bright and clean and a
nice-looking guy." The panel
addressed how Biden's words
reflect poorly on American attitudes towardrace.
"This is the bad side of colorblindness, the idea that he's
not offensively black," Miller
said.
"Race or genderis left out of
their self image or minimized,"
Miller went on to say about the
candidates.

The panel emphasized that that, "there have been female
this was not a new trend with leaders in other countries that
female or minority candidates, you wouldn't expect," such as
as even individuals such as India, England, andIsrael. She
added, "On the worldhistorical
Colin Powell have avoided discussing their race.
stage, it's a non-issue."
Spangler also said that,
"Fewer women are going to
"GeraldineFerraro didn't have have service experience,"Miller
much fuss about her gender." said. "You have to wonder
Ferraro was the Democratic if the issue that she doesn't
vice presidential candidate in know what war is really like is
1984.
an issue."
The issue of Clinton's ability
Chapman said, "I could
to function as commander-inmake the argument that a
chief was also raised, and how female commander-in-chief
it affected her campaign was would be better than a male
discussed as well.
commander-in-chief."
"It limits us if we have a
Ethnicity was also discussed
very narrow perspective," said by the panel.
"I think it's more what you
Spangler, who also pointedout

stand for, perhaps issues are serious concerns were brought
more important than ethniciup over the course of the discussions.
ties," Chapman said.
"I think ethnicity could
"I think that ifObama wins,
be a factor in another race," there will be an assassination
Spangler said. "Bill Richardson attempt," Chapman said.
never polled well enough to be
At the end of the program,
taken seriously; as for Rudy, all three panelists expressed
ftalian isn't a contestedethnichope for the upcoming elecity." She didconcede that ifhe tion.
received the nomination that
They allsaid they appreciate
there would have been plenty thatyoung people were getting
interested and involved in the
of Sopranos jokes.
The evening was filled with election and the primaries.
Comparisons were made to
debateover the upcoming election and the candidacies of John F. Kennedy and Robert F.
both Obama and Clinton, with Kennedy, leaderswho were able
students weighing in as often as to inspire a younger generation
the panelists. While the overall with a message of change and
tone of the evening was light, hope. \u25a0
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Administrators reveal
the state of the Heights
Address, from Al

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Members of the Global Justice Program protested defense contractor JWAC recruiting on the BC campus.

Students protest military
presence on BC campus
Protest, from Al
spot when it comes to this is-

sue."
The JWAC, which also had
representatives speaking at
nearby universities such as Boston University, Tufts, MIT, and
Northeastern,is based outside of
WashingtonD.C. in rural Virginia,
and works in coordination with
all branches of the U.S. armed
forces.
According to the JWAC Web
site, the center is "a premier
science and engineering institution taskedwith solving complex
challenges for our nation's warfighters," employing members
in the social sciences as well as
engineers in their analysis of national security issues. The JWAC
representativespresenting at BC
declined to comment.
In the past, Raytheon and
British Aerospace Systems (BAE)
have attended BC's career fair,
which features hundreds of employers from various fields. Raytheon, based in Waltham, Mass.,
and the London-based BAE
are also employedby the DOD
While both Raytheon and BAE
are involved in many operations
worldwide,theJWAC operates on
a smaller scale, workingprimarily
at the analysis level.
"We are not against students
expressing their concerns," said
Theresa Harrigan, Ed.D., director
of the BC Career Center. "We do
want BC students to represent a
respectful campus. The students
ofBC have different opinions as
well as different career interests.
JWAC is seeking students with
an interest in intelligence and
national security. We do see

students who express interest in
these areas."
The JWAC representatives
made it known that they were
targeting politicalscience and internationalstudies students who
have a background in quantitative studies. At the presentation,
several students were on hand
to meet with the representatives
of the JWAC. Harrigan stressed
the importanceofBC facilitating
meetings between students and
the potentialemployers.
"The program tonight is an
informationsession. Our employers have that as an option. These
sessions allow the employer to
talk about their organization so
that students can makeinformed
decisions," she said, adding that
in no way were employers targeting a certain demographic group.
"Employers whorecruit at BC are
looking for a high caliberof candidates. They do not look at students' financialbackgrounds."
In a statement from BC's Office of Public Affairs, University
Spokesman JackDunn reiterated
Harrigan's statements. "Students
may discernfor themselvesif that
is a company for which they would
be interested in working for. If
this particular company or any
company is one they would be
interested in professionally, they
may choose to pursue it."
Captain John O'Brien of the
U.S. Army, and senior military
science instructor in BC's Army
ROTC program, discussed the
importantrole that defense contractors serve in the current DOD
engagements in Afghanistan and
Iraq. O'Brien said nearly 100,000
people are independently employed by the DOD - a drastic

increase since thepreviousoperation in Iraq.
"They are here to stay - there
is definitely a need for them,"
O'Brien said. "It gives people who

don'tchoosethe military a chance
to still serve in thatcapacity."
As an administrator in BC's

ROTC program, O'Brien also
participates in recruiting students
into his program, primarily while
they are still in the application
process.

which has consumed a large portion of his time and attention.
This "extraordinary activity," as
he called it, has been the work of
finalizing and taking thefirst steps
toward implementing of the 10-year Master Plan, which willbring
significant changes to the current
campus design and expand it to
includefacilities in Brighton.
Keating also discussedthe initialStrategicPlanand the Master
Plan, which hasbeenformally filed
andcommented on by the community. The Boston Redevelopment
Authority has returned the plan
with scoping questions to BC,
requesting further information
such as detailed studies on the
plan's impact on traffic, parking,
and housing.
"We're beginning that process
now," Keating said. "We're not
sure exactly how long it will take,
but we will work very hard to get it
back to the city ofBoston."
After BC has submittedits responses and final plan to the city,
it must be approved again before
construction may begin, although
Keating said they will not begin
building on Lower Campus for at
least another year.
The new buildings that will be
created under the Master Plan
provide the University with the
opportunity to address student
concerns regarding energy conservation and sustainability on
campus. Keating said that BC
would at least meet, if not exceed,
legal standards of energy conservation in the new buildings, and
has already spent a considerable
amount of money to improve en-

"Being an all-volunteer force,
we're available for those who
choose to participate," he continued.
While many ROTC students
will enter the infantryafter graduation, in the past BC has also
sent several students to medical
school or nursing school, after
which they wouldchoose to serve
either on active duty or in the ergy systems on campus.
"What we have probably not
Army reserves.
doneverywell is publicizewhatwe
O'Brien discussed how students have the right to voice havebeen doing, and marketing it
their opinions about theprogram. a little bit so the community will
However, he urged students, to know aboutit," Keating said. The
recognize that the presence of administrationhas also sought to
the ROTC program on campus is improve the University's emergency preparedness system, the
not meant to militarizethe camimportance of which was recently
pus - rather, the presence of the
underlined by the shooting at
ROTC program is about liberalNorthernfllinois University. Keatizing the military.
ing saidthat they have been in the
"These individuals - the current cadets - go on and impact process of hiring a full time direcliterally hundreds of other lives tor ofemergencypreparedness and
[as officers in the U.S. Army]," havebeen collecting students' cell
O'Briensaid. "We make sure we're phone numbers so that they might
sending out qualified people to be contacted via text in case of
representus well, and the quality emergency.
"Our goal is to get to the point
of our cadets is outstanding. If
someone doesn't have a positive whereour plan is sufficient enough
to do some drilling and testing,"
view I'd ask them to make an effort to get to know some of the Keating said. "We do very much
cadets and what they'll find is want to be in the position next
fall to do some simulations and
some fine qualitypeople." \u25a0
practice exercises so we can test

plans and make sure we are
capable and prepared."
Part of the emergency preparedness system also entails
obtaining the address of students
our

Writer learns from inmates
Journalist, from Al

Conover'srelationshipwith a different guard was destroyedwhen after
that as a journalisthe would not be only a month on the job he logged
able to unveil the inner workings of the mistreatment of an inmate by
thefamily of a corrections officer, he another officer in order to ensure his
own legal safety. Conover immedidecidedto go undercover. "Journalists only hide their personality as a atelyrecognized this was a problem,
last resort," Conover said.
especially because he was an officer
After an application and a civil thatcould "use more help."
service exam, Conover waited for
He was only suspected twice of
threeyears for a letter tellinghim to beinganything but a prison guard.
report to the training academy.After At one point, his training academy
a mere seven weeks at the trainroommate questioned his motives
ing academy, an experience that for training to be a correctional
Conover describes as possessing officer. The only other person who
a distinctly "macho atmosphere,"
became suspicious of him was one
Conover was given an assignment of the inmates named Larson, who
at Sing Sing Correctional Facility. Conoverdescribed asa "perceptive
He was told that three months of and interesting guy." Like other
experience at Sing Sing equated inmates, Larson had pinups of girls
to three years of experience at any on his walls, but unlike many of
other jail.He originallyonlyplanned the otherinmates, the women were
to complete the training camp, but
clothedin thepictures. His cell was
decidedto continue his assignment also unusual because it contained
for three months and write a fullmany books. Larson's only education was from classes in prison; he
length investigative book on his experiencesinsteadof just a magazine was mostly self-taught. He made
article. Whenhe stillfelt like a tourConover "feel dumb" when he
ist afterthree months, he extended pointedout the inadequaciesof the
his time at Sing Sing tonearly a year. justice system. Larson could not
An anthropology major in college, understand why money was being
Conoverunderstoodthe importance put into making improvements in
oflearningfromothers. "Things that the prisons instead of helping the
childrenthatthe statewas giving up
you needtoknow as an anthropologist you needto learnfrom someone onby aidingschoolsand working on
with lesseducation."
keeping families together. "Not all
When he arrived at Sing Sing, of [the inmates] were like Larson,"
he came into contact with prisonConover said. Many of them were
ers and guards, people who would inspiring and he said, "All of the
come to influence his experience inmates had redeeming qualities
in unexpected ways. Conover said about them."
that he "began to understand the
Conover explained the effects
brotherhood that influenced many that working at Sing Sing had on
officers to not always tell the truth him. After a particularly hard day
to save a brother." Conoverrecalled at work in which he was spit on and
an experience in which an inmate
hit in the back of the head by an
accidentally knocked him down. inmate, Conover said, "As I drove
Another guard immediately came home that day, I had a fantasy of
to his rescue. Conover said, "In that theplace catching fire," and, "wishmoment, I loved him." Alternately, ing [the inmates] all ill." Conover

explained that this is not how he
feels now. "Isaw a negative change in
myself andthat was significant,"
Conoversaid.
Helefthis position at Sing Sing
after a fire, apparently a Christmas
tradition, was started by the inmates. After Conover got over his
initial shock (the prison was made
of cement andmetalandwould not
be damaged by the fire), he realized
that "self wounding to set your
house on fire is not a misplaced
metaphor for American prisons."
With this final experienceand notebook full of observations, Conover
left Sing Sing.
After leavingthefacility, Conover
stayed in contact with some of the
officers and inmates, including
Larson, and an elderly prisoner
who was laterexonerated with the
help of DNA testing. Conover said,
"I'd been a part of his wrongful
punishment. I told him to stay in
his cell." When his book came out,
reactions from the inmates and
other officers were generally positive. The main criticism was that
hehad only worked as a guard for a
year, andother officers felt that they
could write the book better. "I try
to make it very clear that I am not
in control in the situation andthat
my education actuallyhurt me. The
peoplewho didn't go to high school
could do it better." While Conover
acknowledges this, he also points
out that because he is an outsider
coming in, his interpretation of the
events at Sing Sing are different
than that of a correctional officer,
whohas workedfor a long time and
might be immune to many of the
everyday occurrences at Sing Sing.
Conover said that working at Sing
Sing "expandedhis sense ofhuman
evil," and that "almost everyone is
more complicated than you think
at first." \u25a0
?

who live off campus. While this
is being donefor emergency purposes, it also reflects increased
efforts by the administration to
be more responsive to off-campus
students who may feel marginalized. Horton and Keating highlighted the development of an
off-campus newsletter, as well as
an off-campus student council
that will work with both students
and neighborhoodgroups to foster
mutual understanding.
"The real objective here from
the University standpoint is that
our students behave responsibly
and act as goodneighbors," Keating said. "I think this group will
really increase the dialogue that
really needs to take place."
Horton saidthat students have
actuallybeen goodneighbors,or at
leastrelativelyso, as the numberof
arrests has decreased for the past

of the course evaluations. Garza
said that a University committee
has been working on this for the
past year, including deliberating

what information students would
be able to have access to.
"My hope - notice the operative word 'hope' - is that we will in
fact be able to get some information to you in the fall. Probably
not in time for spring registration
or early fall registration, but our
hope is that it will be available by
September," Garza said.
Garza said that the process of
workingto make these evaluations
available to students hasbeen difficult due to an apparent student
bias in evaluationsof female and
AHANA professors. Garza said
that 15 or 20 percent of the evaluations are negatively biased, and
the committee wanted to be sure
that the release of these evalutwo years.
ations would not
"Things are acnegatively impact
tually much better
these professors or
"We want every
out there than you
students taking the
human being at classes.
hear in the press,"
Horton said.
Boston College to
Garza said they
Students in the
are seeking to adlikepart this dress at leastpart of
off-campus stucommunity and
dent council will
theroot of theprobwork closely with
lem
to
contribute this ing by diversifyadministratorssuch
the BC staff. He
community"
as Horton and Dean
said theyplannedto
ofStudentDevelop Rev. William P.
add 35 new faculty
ment Paul Chebator,
membersin the next
Leahy, S.J.
year, and that 20 to
an idea which was
University President
25 percent of new
expandedupon and
echoed by many of
full time hires are
the speakers.Leahy
AHANA.
Appleyard adsuggested that in
addition to interacting with facdressedthe complexity ofthe issue
ulty and administrators through of diversity on campus, discussing
advising and duringclass, students the evolving definition of what it
invite faculty to participate as
meansto be a Jesuituniversity and
speakers in some of the programs the developmentofstudents intelthat take place in the residence lectually,spiritually, and socially.
halls. Leahy said this would be
"Simplybringing diverse people
mutuallybeneficialto both faculty togetherin a place isn't enough
and students, and would encourit doesn't work," Appleyard said.
age closer ties between the two.
"Simply having them [together]
There may be efforts to increase isn't going to accomplish much
contact between students and facunless you can figure out ways in
ulty members within theresidence which they can interact and learn
halls. Garza said BC would like to from each other."
bring more academic activities
Leahy, addressing a question
into the residence halls, perhaps regarding increased integration of
including classes, in an effort to GLBTQ students into the general
enhance the intellectual climate BC community, saidthat although
ofthe University and maximize the there are times when students
use of space. Students might soon
disagree with Universitypolicy, he
see the first step toward this in
hopes students feel that they can
FreshmanWriting Seminars, which contribute to the BC community.
willbe held in residence halls.
"Ageneral statement ofUniver"We'd like to tear down the sity policy and what we expect of
walls of separation where we only one another is that every human
play in certain places and learn in being at Boston College is treated
others," Garza said. "We want to with respect and is able to feel at
enhance the intellectual climate home no matter what the sexual
so you continue to be challenged orientation, gender, race, or ecothroughout your four years, 24 nomic background," Leahy said.
hours a day."
"We want every human being at
Student involvement in the Boston College to feel like part of
academic process will also be inthis community and contribute to
creased through a proposal to at this community." \u25a0
least partially release the results

feel
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Christian authors speak out
...

thathe personally identifies with

yard. "The hawthorn tree was
insistent in its message of a larger,
tributorto Take Heart.
fullerreality in the midstofwhich
The panelists, who were ofmore Poetry offers us tokens this death was occurring. In the
speaking to a generallyolder, but of transcendence. It fosters in days thatfollowed, f came to find
enthusiasticdemographic, shared us habits of reverence and of solace in the crooked tree that
instances in their personal lives gratitude andthat thesehabits of persisted inits promise of holding
in which they had experienced reverence and of gratitudepoint
this death in a yet largerreality,"
toward the great hope [God] of Griffith said.
hope.
Later, she was able to find
Although theseinstances were which the pope speaks."
at times necessarily big, lifeDunsford followed, speaking hope when she saw young women
changing epiphanies; but more about the hope she had found joining the lay ministry within the
oftenthan not they were smaller, in her relationshipwith her son church in larger numbers than
J.P., who is afflicted with fragile men, suggesting a slight shift in
simpler moments that had occurred in daily life that led to a X syndrome, a genetic disorder the traditionallymale-dominated
larger realizationof hope.
thatcauses him significant menchurch organization.
The speakers expressedthat, tal handicap, as well as seizures
The final presenter, Cullen,
through their experiences, God and anxiety.
reflected on a number of stories
had led them to an experienceof
Dunsford spoke ofher journey that he had done for The Boston
hope that was not a safety net or for the past 23 yearswith J.P. and Globe and other publications
reassurance that everything will how his condition affected what that mostly involved writing
be all right, but a more realistic her hopes were. "Our hopes were about people who were among
and overall more rational belief a moving target, shifting with the worst off.
that, in the end, life will make the age of our son and our own
He told of an immigrant Iraqi
sense.
growing wisdom as his parents," translator trying to move his famThe reasons for things may she said.
ily to the United States, a priest
not always be apparent, but with
Although this genetic defect who was formerly in the fRA, the
patience, perhaps the "active has caused her much unwanted trying times while covering the
sexual abuse scandal within the
patience"that Marcell describes, anxiety and complication, Dunone can come to an acceptance sford still exhibited great hope church, and a man who was able
of the events in life and learn to and love for her son, evident to see for the first time due to a
deal with all the ups and downs when she expressed what her new surgicalprocedure.
of dailyliving.
Throughout all of these stoson says to her on a daily basis.
Thefirst speaker was Imbelli, "Everysingleday, hesays with the ries, a common thread ran: "Afwhopointedout that the themeof force of a new discovery, 'You're flict thecomfortableand comfort
hopeis a veryrelevant topic in the the best mom in the world,'" she the afflicted I think Jesus said
Catholic Church recently.
said.
it first," Cullen said. "I find hope
"Only a few weeks after the
Griffith gave two major exin writing about the poor and
volumethat BenBirnbaum edited amples fromherlife whenshe was the powerless, especially, not
able to have hope in a seemingly only because of the spirit that
appeared,anotherCatholic writer publisheda reflection on hope: hopeless situation.
folks like this showin the face of
Pope Benedict XVI," he said.
During her mother's death, adversity, but alsobecauseof the
Imbellisaid that he sees hope as she found inspirationfor hope in reaction ofthose whoread those
dividedinto certain schools, and a blooming hawthorn tree in her stories." \u25a0

Writers, from Al

poetry as a school of hope. "Poetry so oftenprovides intimations
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"It is better to debate a question without settling it than to settle a question
Joseph Joubert
without debating it."
?

Keresidpnclaotuhhf alls
THE ISSUE: New initiative could move classes to halls
WHAT WE THINK: Students need their personal space
At this year's State of the Heights that the seminarstyle ofsome classes
address, administrators spoke of lends itself to a more informal envicreating a more intellectual culture ronment, but that does not mean it
at Boston College. To foster this should abandon the atmosphere of
culture, University Provost Cutberto rigor and structure that comes with
Garza spoke of aplan to bring classes being in a classroom.
into the residence halls, singling out
In addition, weare concernedthat
the Freshman Writing Seminars as a the residence halls might provide
potential test case.
undue distractions, with friends
walking
through the halls. AssumGarza said that many students
BC,
despite
performwho leave
ing these courses would take place
academically,
criticize the in the study lounges, they might
ing well
also displace normal
University for not
being intellectually
studying from these
Maintaining some
challenging and for
areas, which have
sort separation is
lacking an academic
long provided sanca
essential
to
living
tuary for freshmen
culture. In response,
BC is proposing to
with a healthy balance with Halo-playing
"bring more acaroommates.
between workand
Lastly, and perdemic activitiesinto
leisure.
haps
the residence halls
most importantly, we fear that
and tear down the
walls of separation where we only this plan would "tear down the wall
play in certain places and learn in of separation" in an all too physical
others."
way. Studentsfrom Newton Campus
Any
This initiative is admirable.
have long praised their campus for
university should be concerned when offering a separate spherefrom their
the activities of the weekend seem so academic life, a home to go back to
different than those during the week. every night. This plan could remove
That said, bringing classes into the that advantage. Students, and freshresidence halls seemsunduly invasive. men in particular, are just learning
It wouldindeedphysically bring classhow to live in a place wherethey also
es into students' home environment go to school. Maintaining some sort
and provide a convenient meeting of separation is essential to living a
life with a healthy balance between
point (at least for thosefreshmen livclass);
work and leisure.
ing on the same campus as the
but at what cost?
While we encourage the adminisClasses are held in a classroom trators to continue to look for ways
for a reason. It provides a measure to improve the academic culture at
of seriousness and professionalism BC, we hope they will pursue them in
that should rightly accompany any ways that preserve the sanctity ofour
academic endeavor. We understand residential life.

of

life

btpurAs?gwaeoayy ear??
THE ISSUE: Princeton offers a "gap year" in service abroad
WHAT WE THINK: Program ignores varying maturity levels
Princeton University has long College.
prided itself on being an innovator
That said,we cannot helpbut wonin the effort to create a better colder if an organized program to send
lege experience. It has taken on that 18-year-old pre-freshmen abroad to
role again, announcing on Tuesday do service work is premature. Service
that it is looking to start a program work abroadbrings with it manyethithat could eventually send up to 10 cal questions that BC organizations
(many of which are predominately
percent of its incoming freshman
class abroad. Seizing on an increased upperclassmen) have struggled to
desirefor incoming freshmen to take address for years. The opportunity
a "gap year" before
to pursue service
entering college, the
Are we
that abroad brings with
it certain responsiPrinceton plan aims
even 10percent
to send newly adbilities for behavior
18-year-olds have the both in-country and
mitted students to
going forward into
foreign countries to
maturity to handle
do service work.
thefuture.
the responsibilities
A programto send
Princeton Presiserving abroad?
18-year-olds abroad
dent Shirley M.
Tilghman told The
would seem to have
New York Times that she hopes this a hard time taking these issues into
program, which is slated to start in account. Are we confident that even
2009, will help students in "cleansing 10 percent of 18-year-olds have the
the palate of high school, [by] giving maturity to handle the responsibilithem a year to regroup." Theprogram ties ofserving abroad?Thosewho had
would not charge tuition, and could pursued this optionin their "gapyear"
even offer financial aid.
in the past were typically unusually
In manyways, this program merely independent and driven to service. To
formalizes something students have institutionalize this program would
been doing for years. But on another seem to open it to those who may
level,institutionalizing the "gap year" not be mature enough to handle the
experience.
has interesting consequences.
With an official program in place
The program to offer assistance to
(with financial aid, no less), one those seeking a "gap year" is admican't helpbut think more high school rable and may help the self-directed
graduates will take the opportunityto to "cleanse their palate" of their high
expand their horizons before settling school experience, coming in more
into their ivy-covered undergraduate mature and more prepared for collives. In this way, the program might lege. To advertise the program and
help students enter college with a specify that it be foreign service, howmorecosmopolitan and sophisticated ever, seemspresumptuous andfails to
worldview and may make for a model comprehend the full implications of
for other schools - including Boston service abroad.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Vote for candidates based
The Heights' endorsementof Philip
Dumontet and Mike Sokolowski on
Monday mentioned that the board
was "troubled" by Chris Denice and
Alejandro Montenegro's alleged campaign violations.
The Elections Committee did not
disclose any such information to The
Heights, and we strongly urge voters
to disregard this reasoning when placing their vote Thursday and Friday.
The Elections Committee does not
make sanctions public in The Heights
because The Heights only publishes

on

merit, not alleged sanctions

twice a week.
Sanctionable offenses come into
considerationby the Elections Committee every day via our Web site,
www.bc.edu/elections, and they often
take days to resolve. Making sanctions public only twice a week would
interfere with the appeals process and
put teams at a disadvantage based on
the timing of their violation, not its
significance.
No team is perfect. Both teams in

JoshuaDarr

the finals have violatedthe Elections
Code. What is most important to the

Co-Chair, Elections Committee

A&S '09

Heights endorsement reflects editors' biased viewpoint
This has been a tough elections
season for the undersigned. We all ran
hard campaigns and were defeated.But
thoughwe lost in theprimaries, we came
out of this process with our integrity
intact. We are sorry that we cannot say
the same thing about The Heights.
Our argument stems from two main
incidentswhereinThe Heights sacrificed
journalistic integrity for the sake of

had not actually been the initial presenters of the idea. Furthermore, The
Heights editor concluded that "all the
candidateslacked a level ofknowledge
and concrete ideas in the ALC/GLC
debate." An excellent conclusion, especially considering that a main tenet
ofbothRhick & Anand'sandKatherine
& Frankie's platforms were ALC and
GLC issues.
Our other main concern is The
maintaining personal friendships with
Phil Dumontet, a former Heights editor Heights' UGBC presidential endorseand a current UGBC presidential canment. The disclaimerthat starts offthe
didate.This is notto say that the entire editorialshows just howweakthis year's
Heights editorial board is complicit in endorsementis. Thefact thatonly 17of
this intimate relationship between a 38 editorialboard membersvoted is a
campaign and the supposedlyobjective testament to just how wellknown Phil
campus voice - we recognize that it is
Dumontet is with The Heights staff, and
only those in the most senior positions with past positions such as Associate
(whose influence, likethose of the leadNews editor and Opinions editor, he
ers in any organization, undoubtedly should be.
influencesthose who may not have even
Ifthe majority of The Heights editobeen around when Dumontet was an rialboardfelt unableto come to an obeditor) whohave compromisedtheir edijective decisionbecausetheir friendship
torial integrity to help theirfriend win with Dumontet is so strong, then their
a campaign. The specific instances with
views are sure to have influenced the
which we take issue are the following:
other 17boardmembers. It is our belief
The Heights' coverage oftheprimary that The Heights would have been undebate was biased in favor of Phil and ableto make an objective endorsement,
Soko's campaign in many respects, and and therefore should not have made
oftentimes flat out inaccurate. They one at all. A solution to this problem
focused upon and gave more credence would have been printing both of the
to ideas presented by Phil and Soko campaign's platforms in The Heights
even though they had been attacked and allowing the students to decidefor
throughoutthe debate for not having a themselves.By not being open to such
substantive platform, and even if they a democraticresponse to this situation

andby not allowingfor fair coverage of
campaign events, The Heights has dealt
its credibility a one-two punch.
The Heights' coverage ofthe electoral
process andthe biased, subjective interests ofThe Heights' editorialboard has
damagedthe credibilityand journalistic
integrity of The Heights organization,
perhaps irreparably.
Rhick Bose and Anand Savani
UGBC presidential candidates2008
Katherine Buck and Frankie Nasso
UGBC presidential candidates2008
Michael Fox and Michael Foley
UGBC presidential candidates2008
Paul Lilek and Matt Marshall
UGBC presidential candidates2008
Editor's Note
The Heights stands by itseditorial as
printed in Monday'sedition.The measures
taken to eliminate bias by the Heights
board are elaborated in the beginning of
the editorial. We maintain that allclaims
made in the article are statements offact
as known by the editors and confirmed
independentlyof the candidates.Students
are encouraged to re-read the editorial,
and our coverage of the first primary debate, which can both be found at www.
bcheights.com.

Consider why gender roles are still evident in politics
The article "Gender roles still evident in politics" failed to provide any
substantial explanation for the severe
gender imbalancethat remains in politics. Perhaps more statistics or actually interviewing some women would
strengthen the article.
For example, neither the Equal
Rights Amendment, a single sentence
saying that men and women will be
treated equally,nor the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of Women,
whichfocuses on ensuring equal access

to politicallife and is recognizedby 185

countries, havebeen passedby theU. S.
government.

When Kristofrefers to the "lack of
femininity in politics," 1 wonder, does
he mean the absence of flowing skirts
and pastels in the wardrobes of those
in politics? Femininity as a concept
has little to do with biological gender.
The issue is the lack of woman representatives in politics, not femininity.
By saying, "natural differencesbetween
the sexeshavebecome genderroles that

have the power to confine women," it
is implied that women's biology itself
"prevents themfrom becomingpolitically active."
Genderroles are theresult ofsexist
socializing in our society, not "natural differences." Let's call sexism by
its name instead of insinuating that
biological "nature" or genderroles are
responsible.
VictoriaPascoe
A&S '09

READERS NOTE:
The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200 words
and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for its op/ed
pages.

The Heights reserves the right to edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy, and
toprevent libel. The Heights also reserves the right to write headlines and
choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted to the newspaper.

Submissions must be signed and should includethe author's connection to Boston College, address, and phone number. Letters and columns
can be submitted online at www.bcheights.com, by e-mail to editor©
bcheights.com, in person, or by mail to Editor, The Heights, 113 McElroy
Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467.
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OPINIONS

Thumbs
Up
Oscars - Red carpet fanatics
rejoice, for there will be no
repeat of the Golden Globes
at this year'sAcademy
Awards. Alsopositive,
hosting dutieshave again
fallen to Jon Stewart.
Girl Scouts Cookies
- GoodbyeNew Year's
resolution, as a troop of Girl
Scouts have been hawking
Thin Mints, Caramel
Delights, Trefoils, and
Peanut Butter Patties in
McElroy. If onlythey could
tellyou how to keep from
eating the wholebox.
Red Moon - Wednesday
night's full lunar eclipse
provided a striking spectacle
for those willing to be
outside in thecold. Your next
chance to spy one: 2010.
SwimsuitEdition - Single
males got a nice surprise
thisValentine's Day with the
arrival of this year's Sports
Illustrated Swimsuit Edition.
Check out Melissa Baker,
cover modelMarisa Miller,
andfor that matter, everyone
else featured.
Cuba - Fidel finally steps
down, creating uncertainty
in the governmentalpath of
Cuba and leavingbrother
Raul in charge. He's said
in the past thathe favors a
more democraticsociety, but
don't get out the cigars just
yet.

Thumbs
Down
Wind - Look out Chicago,
there is a new Windy City
as bitterly coldwinds have
swept through the Quad and
made the Upper Campus
stairs into a wind tunnel.
Bundle up or you will find
yourself sick, just like
everybody else.

JudgeAlex - Florida Circuit
Court judge Alex Ferrer, who
decidessmallcivil cases on
television,loses his Supreme
Court case. He must now
pay a management fee to
an attorney who has been
his agent. No word ifwe can
catch a replay on FOX.
The Real World - As the job
and internship season heats
up, interviews, applications,
and resumes compete
with schoolworkand
extracurricularsfor scarce
student time. Can't we just
have a couple more years in
college, instead?

Online Poll

Where are you

going on your Spring
Break?
O Home
O Road Trip
O Cruise
O Service Trip
O Someplace Tropical
O Staying at BC
O Abroad

Submit Vote
@bcheights.com
Got an Opinion worthpublishing?
Send Op-Eds andLetters to the Editor
by logging on to bcheights.com.

Getting well without Dr. Mom ?Foreign
Wars?
ous amounts of alcohol on a regular
or while under the weather, will

with a scratchy throat and come out
with drugs for cough, cold, body aches,
actually lower your immune system, fever, strep, flu, gingivitis, alopecia,
college students know that a few stiff bubonic plague, and narcolepsy - all to
drinks is like a shot ofPurell for your be taken once every four to six hours.
insides.
If only my doctor at home were this
2) Since alcoholis actually an agent accommodating.
7) Remember when your mother
ofhealth (see No. 1), sharing cups (esKathryn Dill
pecially of the Solo variety,) bottles, used to tell you to layer your clothing
and various other drinking vessels will in the winter to avoid getting sick and
It's a fever that's sweeping the campus only communicate stronger immune you suspected she really just wanted
- literally. Everywhere you look people systems among those who share in you to look stupid on the playground?
are dropping like flies, falling victim to
them. You've heard the saying "spread Well you were right; in terms of winter
a combination of winter illnesses that the wealth?" Well this winter, spread
wear, less is definitelymore. Got a pair
seem to be leaving no stone unturned and the health.
ofUggs? Throwthem on with shortsand
3) How many times have you heard T-shirt and you're good to go. Also,
no student un-stuffed. My room alone
is currently home to so many doses of the old saying, "I think I'm getting
why bother with pants when leggings
infirmary meds that we could start our sick; I better only drink Screw Drivers will suffice under a shirt in subzero
own CVS, ifCVS sold paper packets of tonight. You know, for the Vitamin-C?" temperatures?
8) Consuming enormous quantities
The nutritional value of juices congeneric antibiotics.
It's not just campus, either; this epitained in mixeddrinks is onlyenhanced ofVitamin Water, Emergen-C, Airborne,
demic seems to benationwide. Everyone by whatever "libation" is contained andother products oftheir ilk once you
I've talkedto in the past few weeks, stuwithin.
already have bronchitis or strep throat
4) It's ok to pull multiple all-nightdents hailing from East and West and in
willactuallyhelpyou get better,and albetween, has made remarks similar to ers, go out seven nights in a row, and lowing to continue to stay up all night,
"Yeah, (cough) I talked to my Mom, and basically maintain a lifestyle of total consume alcohol, and maintain the
she said - (ACHOO!) - she says my whole sleep deprivation, as long as you're regular college health regimen you've
town is sick."
willing to go to bed 20 minutes early at been following.
9) Leaving your toothbrush in the
But college students over the years some point and tell everyone you need
have always battled the challenges of an "early night" so you can go out the communal bathroom is totally hyclose confines, communal living, and next 12nights.
gienic - we cleaned once first semester,
5) In orderfor coffee to be effective right?
communicable diseases, and have devel10) I would think of a 10th suggesoped a specialplanto maintain theirown as a "health drink," it needs to be conhealth andthat ofthose around them. So sumed atregular and frequent intervals tion, but having followed The College
as "men and women for others," It's our
throughout the day, preferably in quanHealth Regimen, I'm not feeling that
duty to share The College Health Regitities superior to one's consumption of great and I think going to go lie down.
any other liquid, especially water.
men with the rest ofthe coughing, sneezCould someonebring me a ScrewDriving, stuffy-nose country, andI've divided
6) Don't be fooled by the brown er? I need theVitamin-C ifI'm going to
it into 10 easy-to-followsteps.
paper bags, the generic pill envelopes, go out tonight.
1) Alcoholkills germs, don'tlet anyone the Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman four
tell you otherwise - why do you think day-response throat culture machine
Kathryn Dill is a Heights staffcolumdoctors use it as a sterilizer?While some - the infirmary is providing campus nist. She welcomes comments at kdill@
may try to tell you that consuming copiwith the best of medical care. Go in bcheights.com.
basis,

Bring tickets to the real fans
Thomas Hempfling

the seats andmake the AthleticDepartment more money; a win-win situation

for everyone.
First we have to accept the fact
f don't know if many people have
that sporting events at BC are more
noticed, but in the past 11days, our basketball team has had three ACC home of a social event than anything else:
games. During these past three games, peopleonly want to go to games iftheir
the student section has been appallingly friends are going. Keeping that in mind,
here is a solution to fixing student atempty.
During this stretch, we have had tendance.
First, get rid of season tickets, makMaryland guard Greivis Vasquez call
ing
our
in
student tickets free, and instead
out
fans for not being attendance
and for being so quiet during the game, charge everyone a university athletics
giving the visiting Terps an advantage at fee to go to games ($4O-50 if only for
basketball, $80-100 if for basketball
Conte Forum. Sunday, as f was watching the game on TV since f did not have and hockey).
BC charges us a university activities
a ticket (only had the gold package), f
heard the announcers call out our stufee even if we don't participate in any,
dent section several times for not being so I do not see a reason not to do this.
in attendance.
This money, I assume, is more thanthe
One announcer claimed that Conte athletic department currently makes
Forumfelt like a library because it was so from season tickets, so the athletic
quiet and at least three times stated his department makes a profit.
disbeliefthatthere were so few students
In addition, this will help because
at a collegebasketballgame on a Sunday many people do not go to games
because friends get different season
afternoon.
With so many students not showingup, packages from the lottery, and if their
it is obvious thatthe athletic department's friends aren't going, they won't go.
Now, friends can all go down together
new ticket "reward" policy for going to
games has failed.
and get ticketsfor the same games.
Second, students go to the ticketing
With so many seats empty in the stuevery Sunday, for instance, and
section
it
seems
office
season,
dent
this
that if
a person only attendeda game or two this pick up tickets for that week's games.
year, it is likely that they will get tickets You would need your Eagle ID to get a
again next year, just to waste them and ticket and your name wouldbe written
on the ticket, so that wayit can bekept
probably only use their tickets to "martrack ofwho attended the games. This
quee" games.
Therefore, f have tried to come up also willhelp attendancebecause many
with a solution that will bring students in people forget when games are because

they get their tickets in October or

November.
Ifstudents go down everyweek, they
will not forget when games are. Also,
either giveout schedules to everyroom,
which is already done for football, or
have Resident Assistants slide under
every room's door every week that
week's slate of games.
Lastly, students who go to games
should be rewarded not by just getting
tickets next year because as stated
earlier, even if you only have gone to
a couple of games, you will get tickets
next year. Instead, rewardthe ticketsto
the "big" games (UNC, Duke, BU, etc.)
to those who have a good attendance
record.
Also, usesome ofthat surplus money
made to offer a couple of $1,000 scholarships at the end of each year. This
will reward those students who go to
the non-marquee games and prevent
people from getting season tickets who
only put in the lottery to sell the best
tickets for an enormous profit. If given
the opportunity to win scholarship
money, I think allBC students will want
to go to games.

I think that this process will eliminate the student attendance problem
we now have at games at will result in
Conte Forum beingpacked to give our
athletes the home-court advantage
they deserve.
Go Eagles!
Thomas Hempfling is a juniorin the College ofArts and Sciences.

fResplcitinfgtanes orms
Jon Sege
The Jan. 29 editionof The Observerfeatures a front-page
image of students holding signs outside a Chelsea Clintonevent
in HillsideCafe. "Pro-lifefrom conception" and"Please defend
life," all letters capitalized, challenge passersby.
On Wednesday, Feb. 20, a consultant firm called Joint
Warfare Analysis Center, which describes itself as "a premier science and engineering institution tasked with solving
complex challenges for our nation's warfighters," will be in
Gasson Hall to recruit Boston College students. Will we see
thepro-life signs come out again? This may sound like a tired
argument: "Why aren't the pro-lifers anti-war?"
As a polemical point, yes, it is tired, but let us consider
what inconsistencies in our rhetoric reveal aboutwhat is truly
at stake in our society's moral discourse. Is it really life, or to
use the lingo,the right to life that we are asked to defend? For
the anti-abortion crowd, a fetus is valuable because it will
someday developinto abeing that hasallthe attributesoflife
as we understand it. That is, it will walk and talk, laugh, and
cry, or, more generally,it will participate in thekinds of things
we experienceas fully developedhuman beings.
In that debate, thispotential for "life" as we know it seems
to be at stake. We are told it is unconscionable to deprive any
human being ofhis or her "right" to participate in it.
Now, let us see if a typical Iraqi, Afghan, or Palestinian
has the attributes oflife. I am quite certain most can walk,
most talk, they are probably capable of laughter and tears,
and generallyshare a similaroverall experience with the rest
of humanity.
What's more, war affects not only those for whom life is
a mere possibility, but those who are actually experiencing
it presently.
How, then, as a school whose moral diligence prohibits
educational talks by abortion-rights speakers, could Boston
College possibly justify an organization whose stated aim is
the advancement of the science and technology of killing? If
you truly buy the argument that a fetus is important because

it contains the possibility of human life, how could you possibly sanction an activity whose definingcharacteristicis the

eliminationofpresent human life?
Clearly, it is not "life," or "the right to life" that is at stake
here, ff you follow the anti-abortion rhetoric of "defending
life," defense ofa fetus anddefense ofa victimizedpopulation
in war couldbe nothingless than moral co-imperatives.
Even further, not allfetuses seem to havethe same "right"
to protection. A June 1, 2006 article in China Daily has the
headline "US troopskill pregnant woman in Iraq." Did the
pro-life movement rally around this event as tantamount to
a forced abortion? f don't remember that protest in Washington.

f am not here taking a stand in the abortion debate, nor
necessarily trying to focus our attention on actualinconsistencies in abortion-rightsrhetoric.What is important herefor us
students is the inconsistency in BC's moralposition.
We must wonder why abortionrights speakers are seenas
threats to a "right to life," while the Joint Warfare Analysis
Center is not. If a woman in Massachusetts was to drive to
an abortionclinic and terminate her pregnancy, she and her
doctor wouldboth face potential condemnationas "murderers." Simultaneously, ifa woman and herfetus were to be shot
to death at a U.S. military checkpoint, which happened in
Samarra, frag, on May 30, 2006, they are regarded as tragic
collateral damage.
This is thekind of moral logic we are being asked, albeit
not quite consciously, to accept. BC, for one, seems to have
accepted it. A position so fraught with drasticcontradictions
cannot help but make us wonderofwhatkind is theforce that
actually predominates in the minds of our school's decision
makers.
Is it hierarchicalobedience?Fear?Racism?Ignorance? I am
not telepathic,I cannot (fortunately) occupy their points of
view, ff our decisionmakers are truly moral, I hope they will
take this message to heart: A decisionwithout resistance is
economical. All truly moral decisions are difficult.
Jon Sege is a juniorin the College ofArts and Sciences.

Matt Hamilton
Jan. 28, 2007, was an ordinary day
for most Americans.Yet on Jan. 28,
2007, Damien Cave reported in The New
York Times at the bottomof Page fO that
" [school] girls hadjust finished taking
anexam and were gatheringin an inner
courtyard at a school in a mainly Sunni
section of westernBaghdad on Sunday
when a mortar shell crasheddown." One
hundred students were relaxing between
exams, but due to the war, five girls
lost theirlives while another 20 were
wounded.
The detailsof the Jan. 28, 2007 attack are eclipsed onlyby the preceding
events: Two months ago, a teacher in
Baghdad "was raped, mutilated, and
strung up by her feet outside the school
building, where her body hung for days."
In January 2007 alone, Baghdad-area
schools were attacked six times, many
times with gunmen opening fire during
classes. Teachers, universityprofessors,
andprincipals areregularlykidnapped
or murdered; January 2007 witnessed
five such kidnappings or murders. University attacks aside, over 300 Baghdad
residents were killed in the threeweeks
preceding Jan. 28, 2007.
Of all the news reports f read each
day, this remains the only article in
recent times to warrant my clipping it
from the newspaper and taping it to my
wall.Mournfully, I soon learnedwhy this
comparativelysmall article lacking a
photograph and catchy headline struck
me so.

As the events ofApril 16, 2007 and
most recently, the shootings at Northern
Illinois Universityunfolded and filled the
airwaves, Web sites, newspapers, and
evenFacebook profiles ofmodern civilization;as I listened to the messages of
worriedand anxious parents andfriends
on my cell phone; as I was seized by the
crisis, myeye caught the Jan. 28, 2007
article.The attack on the fraqi girl's
school was describedas "tearing limb
from limb, shatteringglass, shredding
the students' blue andwhite uniforms
and leaving the survivors bloodiedand
confused." The same words ring true
months laterfor the public universities
in Virginia andfUinois.
While theincidents thatresulted in
deadstudents and faculty at Virginia
Tech and Northern Illinois are painfully disturbingin themselves, it is the
disparatelocal, national, and global
response that is both disturbing and
revealing.Beginning to assess the causes
andthe necessary preventative measures
to ensure that the shootingsof April 16,
2007 and Feb. 14, 2008 never happen
again requires determiningwhy the Iraqi
school attacks of Jan. 28, 2007 warranted little attention and elicited an
inconsequentialresponse.
In a worldthat Carl Jung described
as "dissociatedlike a neurotic," attacks
abroad, urban violence, anddeath tolls
on account ofthe war generate minor
ripples compared to school shootings
andterroristattacks. Both reactions,
however, are two sides of the same coin.
The extreme response to violencein
our own community, by one of our own
community members, is born out ofthe
fear, ignorance, compartmentalization,
division, and small-mindedness that
normalize wars abroadand their accompanying terror. The fact is overlooked
that attackers in the broadest sense are
subject to the same civilizationand environment, although as individuals they
process a response differently.
Over time, theseattackers consciously and unconsciouslydevelopedin such
a way that mass murderbecame part of
their possible responses. Could living
in the state of today's moderncivilization have engenderedsuch psychological
confusion and dissociation?The answer
is necessarily yes, and because ofthe
fluxing nature of the world, their actions
willreverberate and change the behavioralresponses ofall affected.
Preventionthus requires a holistic
effort not only to improve psychiatric diagnosis and response, but also to rectify
the discordant global society in which
we live. The indifference to attacks on
Iraqi educationalinstitutions is indicative of the fragmentationandviolent
division. By declaringwar abroadwe
declare war on each other; by catalyzing
the process leading to the attacks on a
smallfraqi girls' school, we catalyze the
process leading to the attacks in our own
nation's universities. Only by recognizing this dark side ofourselves can we
begin to make it impervious to violent,
uncontrollableeruptions.
MatthewHamilton is a Heights staff columnist. He can bereached at hamiltonm@
bcheights.com.
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Politics
\u25a0 The winners of Pakistan's
parliamentaryelections said
Tuesday that they will take
a new approach to fighting
Islamic militants by pursuing more dialogue than
military confrontation. The
Pakistan Peoples Party will
also undo the crackdown on
the media.
\u25a0 Kenya's leading opposition party yesterday accused the government of
stonewallingnegotiations to
resolve the country's political crisis.

Science
\u25a0 Thelast totallunar eclipse
until 2010 occurred last
night, with cameo appearances by Saturn and the
bright star Regulus on either
side of the veiled full moon.
A total lunar eclipse occurs
when the Earth blocks the
sun's rays from illuminating
the moon.
\u25a0 Two scientists atLos Alamos National Laboratory
are proposing a concept for
removing carbon dioxide
from the air and turning it
back into gasoline.

Technology
\u25a0 In a health care-technology case, the Supreme
Court ruled yesterday that
the manufacturerof a federallyapproved medical device
cannot be sued under law if
the device causes an injury.
The Bush administration
supports the medical device
industry.
\u25a0 Microsoft plans on making Xbox 360 video games
developed by players available for download through
the console's online service.
Doublingthe size of theXbox
360 game library to 1,000
games, the new service is
expected to launch by the end
of the year.

Business
The Federal Reserve lowered its growth forecast for
the economy yesterday, acknowledging that growthwill
be almost stagnantin thefirst
six months of this year.
\u25a0 As Yahoo prepares for a
hostile takeover by Microsoft, the fnternet company
notified the Securities and
ExchangeCommissionthat it
will offer its fulltime employees enhancedseverance- pay
packages if a change of ownership results in layoffs.
\u25a0

by the

Numbers
1,200
The average number of
hours the Food and Drug
Administrationspends
reviewing each medical
device. Market approval
is granted only if there is
a "reasonable assurance"
of the device's "safety and
effectiveness."

8 million
The number ofNorth
AmericanBlackßerry users
whose service was disrupted
for more than threehours
on Feb. 11. Its stock price
decreasedby $1.12 that day.

19
The projected percentage of
the U.S. populationin 2050
who will be foreign-born.

QUOTABLE
"It doesn't mean any change to
the system. It doesn'tmeanthere
will be freedomfor the Cubans.
One big dictator is replacing the
other," said Janisset Rivero,
Executive Director of Cuban
Democratic Directorate, on the
crowning of Raul Castro, Fidel
Castro's brother, after thelatter
announced his resignation as
president of Cuba.

two ingredients come together as

workbecomes a hobby," he said.
andthe same.
Schawbel's career has taken
"You don't want to give off a off since developing the personal
As an economic recession vibe or portray a trait that is not branding concept. Along with
looms, job security for millions of representative ofhow you wantto maintaining a blog dedicated to
personal branding, he has also
workers across the nation faces be branded," Schawbelsaid.
Schawbel listed four benefits created a magazine, an online
mounting threats. Competitive
that personal branding can have TV series, and an award for the
forces such as outsourcing, offconcept.
shoring, and modern robotics on aperson's career.First, branding allows people to differentiate
continue to put workers at a disBefore opening the floor up to
themselvesfrom the competition. questions, Schawbeloffered a few
advantage.
According to Dan Schawbel, "Reputation is a buzz word for tips on how to begin the branding
the solution lies in the concept of personal branding," Schawbel process. One of these tips was to
said. "If you don't establish who remember that personality can
"personalbranding."
you are andwhatyou're all about, be a tremendous differentiator.
Schawbel, a social media specialist at EMC Corporation and then someone else will do it for "Personalitycan go a longway for
you in business. It's not like we're
expert on personalbranding, met you."
Branding also allows people computers," he said.
with Boston College's Entrepreneur Society last night to talk
to increase their visibility and
He also reminded society
aboutthe concept and application presence in the workplace. With members that "your brand is
of personal branding.
help from blogs, personal Web searchable." With employers
Personal branding describes sites, business cards, resumes, increasingly turning to Google to
the process by which individuals portfolios, and social networks, find information about potential
differentiatethemselvesby identi- people can get their name out, employees, it is important to stake
fying and articulatingtheir unique showingpotentialemployerswhat the claim to your name on the
Web, he said. Schawbel encourvalues to achieve a specific goal. they have done.
aged members to buy the rights
"Web
can
take
presence
you
words,
fn other
personalbranding
is a way of marketing oneself in a long way. From videos to blogs, to their name's Internet domain,
these things may soonbe standard as well as being attentive to what
order to achieve success.
"In the traditional style of qualifiers in the employmentpropeople can search aboutyou.
business, a hierarchical structure cess," he said.
Schawbel also described perAlong with increased visibility sonal branding as only the tip of
breeds loyalty to a company,"
the metaphorical iceberg. "On
Schawbel said. "This has shifted, comes another benefit - confihowever, to treating yourself as dence. "Self-actualization is a the surface you are showcasing
the CEO of your own company, confidence incubator," Schawbel your talents. Underneath, you
said. Here, Schawbelmakes aconare building a network," he said.
your own brand."
accomplishment
nection
between
This
behind-the-scenes network
Schawbel,
there
According to
are two main ingredients for
and empowerment.
is whereyou canrely on for imporThe final benefit of personal tant favors and connections.
creating your own brand - selfbranding is the eventual achieveFinally, Schawbel reminded
impression and perception. Selfimpression is how you describe ment of goals and objectives. members that anyone can find
yourself,while perceptionreflects "When youknowwho you are, and success from personal brandothers' view of you. Personal are passionate about whatyou do, ing. "It's a brand you world," he
branding takes place when these work isn't workanymore. Instead, said. \u25a0

By Keith Evans
Asst. MarketplaceEditor

one
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Dan Schawbel spoke at the Entrepreneur Society last night about branding.

Politically Speaking

resuct hYoMTimafn'rsGulags
complexes were those north of

Michael O'Brien
fn The Gulag Archipelago,
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn writes:
"If only there were evil people
somewhereinsidiously committing evil deeds, and it were
necessary only to separate them
from the rest of us and destroy
them.But the line dividinggood
and evil cuts through the heart
of everyhuman being. And who
is willing to destroy a piece of
his own heart?" Published in
the West in 1973 and circulating
in samizdatform (underground
publication)in the SovietUnion
until it was officially published
in 1989, the work is a narrative
account of the Soviet prison
system - the Gulag - drawnfrom
Solzhenitsyn's experiencesas a
prisoner. Technically, the Gulag
was the Soviet government agency that managedthe penal labor
camps. Over time, however, the
term, by metonymy, eventually
stood for the actual system of
labor camps. In Gulag: A History,
Anne Applebaum writes: "It was
the branchof the State Security
that operated the penal system
offorcedlabor camps and associated detentionandtransit
camps and prisons. While these
camps housed criminals ofall
types, the Gulag system has
become primarily known as a
place for politicalprisoners and
as a mechanism for repressing political opposition to the
Soviet state." Though the Gulag
had millionsof prisoners, it
was not revealed to the West
until Solzhenitsyn's book, which
creatively describedthe network
of camps as an "archipelago,"
because of the way in which they
were spread throughout Russia.
Only guards and prisoners knew
ofthe "archipelago" structure.
At the very least, there were
476 camp complexes. Each camp
containedhundreds or thousands ofindividual camps. Some
scholars have estimatedthat
therecould have been five to
seven million prisoners in these
camps at a time and thatapproximately 10 percent of them
died per year. The worst camp

the Arctic Circle - Kolyma, Norilsk, and Vorkuta, fn all, more
than f8 million prisoners went
through the Gulag from 1929 to
1953. Not allof the prisoners
were political, but the number
of political prisoners was always
steady and certainly impacted
the Soviet political climate.
The conditions of the Gulag's
camps were brutal. Later on in
The Gulag Archipelago, Sol-

zhenitsyn states: "Philosophers,
psychologists, doctors, writers could have observed in our
camps more than in anywhere
else in allthe versatility and in
full details the specific process of
narrowing ofman's mental and
intellectual horizon, declineof
aman to the level of an animal
andhis process of dying alive." A
majority of the Gulag'sprisoners were subjected to inadequate
food rations, cheap clothing,
cramped living conditions, poor
insulation, poor hygiene, and
poor health maintenance. Also,
most prisoners were forced to
perform intense physical labor.
Due to the influence ofNaftaly
Frenkel, a Soviet government official, "nourishmentscales" were
put in to practice so thatthe size
of prisoners' rations was proportionate to his work quotas.
Nevertheless, it's great that
the Soviet Union isn't around
anymore, right? The Gulags are
no longer in use. Sadly, this isn't
true. According to an article by
Bret Stephens in the Wall Street
Journal on Feb. f2, Vladimir
Putin has allowednewprison
camps. The article begins with a
macabre excerpt from a report,
which was written in January
andreceived by the Moscowbased Foundationfor Defense
of Rights ofPrisoners (FDRP):
"The protest began after OMON
[riot police] hadbeen brought to
correctional colony No. 5 (Amur
Oblast, Skovorodino Rayon, village Takhtamygda) andstarted
massive beatings of the prisoners. People in camouflage and
masks were beatingwithbatons
inmates taken outside undressed
in the freezing cold As a protest, 39 prisoners immediately
cut their veins open Next day,
on 17 Jan., the 'special operation' was repeated in an even
more humiliating and massive
form. At that time, about 700
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Under Putin, eithermoral apathy is the status quo, or we are literally witnessing the 'origins of totalitarianism.'
inmates cut their veins open."
Though horrifying - a fitting
passage for a Kafka novel if he
were still writing - "correctional
colony No. 5" is far from the
"pytochnyekolonii," or torture
colonies. Possibly nonexistent

during Yeltsin's leadership,
there are now about 50 pytochnye kolonii in addition to
700 other prison colonies.The
article points out that though
the camps "cannotbe compared
to the SovietGulag in terms
of scope or the percentage of
prisoners who are innocent of
any real crime, they are fast
approachingit in terms ofsheer
cruelty," which often starts before the prisoners are sentenced.
After they receive their
sentences, they are transported
to one of the many types of

colonies. Stephens writes:
"Once sentenced, prisoners
are transported in packed train
wagons to distantcorrectional
colonies that, under Russian law,
range from relatively lax 'general regime' colonies to 'strict,'

'special,' and (most terrifyingof
all) 'medical' colonies."Prisoner
suicide is common. And the
punishments if one is caught are
absurdly inhumane. Stephens
writes: "One convict, named
Mishchikin, sought to commit
suicide by swallowing'a wire and
nails tiedtogether crosswise.'"
He was deniedmedical attention
for f2 days.
Are the torture colonies
legal? Hardly. But autocrats like
Putin are above the law.Lev
Ponomarev, the FDRP's founder,
doubtsPutin has explicitly directed the torture camps, leaving
that to the camp commandants.
Even so, I agree with Stephens.
The Kremlin is not exempt from
responsibility. Despite Yeltsin's
inadequacies, he steeredRussia
away from the Soviet's sadism.
Under Putin, either moral apathy is the status quo, or we are
literallywitnessing, to borrow
a phrase from the philosopher
Hannah Arendt, the 'origins of
totalitarianism.'
Clenching power with an

Reforming campagin finance
Ifboth Obamaand McCain decide to accept public financing, the
playing field will be even, says columnist Joshua Darr. B4

iron fist, thepytochnye kolonii
personify Michel Foucault's description of prisons in Discipline
and Punish: "Its [a prison's] aim
is not so much to re-establish a
balance as to bring into play, at
its extreme point, the dissymmetry between the subject who
has dared to violate the law and
the all-powerful sovereign who

displays his strength."
On Google Video there is a
clip titled "Gulags make a comeback in 2008." Apparently filmed
by a guard at the camp, it, in
terms of savagery, is a testament
to Solzhenitsyn's prose.
All in all, I now understand
why Putin visitedthe Bush family in Maine over the summer.
He must have been giving Bush
some advice on how to improve
Guantanamo Bay. Waterboarding has always been way too soft
for the Russians.
MichaelO'Brien is marketplace editor for The Heights. He welcomes
comments at obrienm@bcheights.
com.
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Leadership in a Global Economy
Nonbusiness majors can gain an understanding of key
concepts in finance, marketing, management, accounting,
communications, strategic planning, organizational
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Public Affairs Internship and Seminar
Take an advanced look at the legislative process
through coursework and get experience through an
internship in government or at a nonprofit organization.
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INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS
Dublin Internship Program
London Internship Program
Los Angeles Internship Program
Madrid Internship Program
Paris Internship Program
Sydney Internship Program
Washington, D.C. Internship Program

Application Deadline: March 1,2008

intern abroad

ALL INTERNSHIP PLACEMENTS ARE:
Guaranteed for each student
? Personalized for each student
? Project-based/academically directed
?

COMMON PROGRAM FEATURES
? Open to all majors
?

Housing provided
Organized excursions and activities
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Health & Science

For diagnosticians, a new technique

Hardcover Nonfiction

Bestsellers

Last
Week

Weeks on
List

The Secret. Rhonda Byrne.
Beyond Worlds, $23.95.*

1

59

2

You: Staying Young. Michael F.
Roizen, M.D. and Mehmet C. Oz,
M.D. Free Press, $26.

4

15

3

In Defense ofFood. Michael
2
Pollan. Penguin Press, $21.95.
Become a Better You. Joel Osteen 3
Free Press, $25.

6

This
Week

1

4

17

5

5
How Not to Look Old. Charla
Krupp. Springboard Press, $25.99.

5

6

Does This Clutter Make My Butt
Look Fat?. Peter Walsh. Free Press,

1

$25.

7
8

9

12

4

6

18

$26.99.*
An Inconvenient Book. Glenn Beck 7

12

Real Change. Newt Gingrich.
Regnery, $27.95.
lAm America (and So Can You!).
Stephen Colbert. Grand Central,

Threshold Editions, $26.

10 DeceptivelyDelicious. Jessica
Seinfeld. Collins, $24.95.

8

18

11

10

39

The Dangerous Book for Boys.
Conn & Hal Iggulden. Collins,

$24.95.
12 Jim Cramer's Stay Mad for Life.
James J. Cramer with Cliff Mason
Simon & Schuster, $26.
13 The Food You Crave. Ellie Krieger
Taunton Press, $28.
14 Hope's Boy. Andrew Bridge
Hyperion, $22.95.

U

8

8

3

"

1

15 The Daring Book for Girls. Andrea 13
J. Buchanan & Miriam Peskowitz
Collins, $24.95.

15

*Indicates title has been reviewed by The
Heights.
Compiled from datafrom independent and
chain bookstores, book wholesalers, and independent distributors nationwide by Publisher's
Weekly.

By Paul Symansky

Disease identificationis
sometimes made easyby very
unique and obvious symptoms,
such as a runny nose due to a

cold or a rash from chicken pox.
Other times, however, discovering what ails us takes a little
high-tech detective work. Often
this detective work pays off, because by the time a disease becomes symptomatic, it's usually
more difficult to thwart. Rabies,
for instance, can successfully
be treated immediately after
inoculation.The longer the virus
incubates, though, the lower the
chances ofsurvival are.
The formalized science of
diagnosis is roughly 4,600 years
old. TheEdwin Smithpapyrus, undoubtedlynamedfor
the modernfinder and not the
writer, is an ancient Egyptian
text outliningprocedures for
diagnosing diseasesand various
prayers and incantations for
their treatments. About a thousand years after it was written,
an ancient Babyloniannamed
Esagil-kin-apli took a very
rational and empiricalapproach
by writing a text describing
symptoms and prognoses for

ailments such as epilepsy.
As biotechnologyadvanced,
so did diagnostic power. Today,
a variety of assays and cultures
can tell doctorswhether a sore
throat is caused by Streptococcus
pyogenes, alsoknown as "strep
throat," or whether it's merely
respiratory irritation. Blood
tests can divulge everything from
drug efficacy to organfunction
to bacterial or viral infection.
Urine tests can help diagnose
kidney malfunction and even
reveal pregnancy. Finally,DNA
tests are steadily gaining reputations as powerful tools to discover horrible genetic diseases
long before they develop.
One test thatisn't normally associated with a medical
screening, however, is abreath
test. In fact, the standard piece
of police equipment to determine blood alcohol content is
probablythe first thing that
comes to mind when "breath"

Interested in business, politics,
science, or technology?
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A variety of cultures can help identify Streptococcuspyogenes, but new "breath tests" are gaining popularity.
and "test" are mentioned in
the same sentence. That old
association is changing, though.
Emergent technologyis taking
a very careful look at our breath
to help diagnose a disease long
before it becomes a problem.
Again, prevention is the
bestform of treatment for most
diseases, so medicalbreath tests
must be extraordinarilysensitive
to pick up on subtle biological
cues. Fortunately, the human
body adds much more to an
exhaledbreath than just a little
carbon dioxide. Infact, besides
a gaseous mixture, an exhalation is also composedthousands
ofmolecular compounds. Some
of thesecompounds are insignificant, and present in almost
every human. Others, conversely,
are red flags that something is
wrong.

Scientists at the University
of Boulder explain that nitrous
oxide, for example, is relatedto
asthma. The technologybehind
such a test works on the principle of molecular absorption and
emission of light. The current
breathanalyzers bounce laser
beams off a singlebreath. The
way the lightis reflectedreveals
almost the "entire composition
of thebreath." This feature is
incredibly important, as one
particular type ofmolecule may
be inconsequential, but a combination of certain compounds
may signal the presence of a
disease.While verypromising,
theprinciples of operation are
still new and somewhat limited.
For now, it only seems to be useful in diagnosinglung diseases.
Researchers are hopefulthat
as the technologydevelops,

though, it can be used to diagnose other diseasesthat do not
necessarily manifest themselves
in the lungs.
This new brand ofmedical
screening marks a giant leap
forwardfor diagnosticians.
Rather than having your finger
pricked, or blood drawnfrom
your arm, or suffering through
other unpleasantprocedures,
patients can finally look forward
to simply taking a deepbreath.
Themethod's noninvasiveness
is a key selling point, and it will
hopefully allow doctors everywhere to quickly andeffectively
diagnose diseasesfor prompt
treatment.

Paul Symansky is a staffcolumnist
for The Heights. He welcomescomments at symanskyp@bcheights.
com.

Market Report

A primer on subprime
Past due

Foreclosed

Percentage of U.S. mortgage
loan payments that were 30 or
more days past due, by quarter

Percentage of U.S. mortgages
that started the foreclosure
process, by quarter

Then write for
Marketplace!
Patrick Fouhy
What caused an incredible
number of defaults on subprime
mortgages?Most will point to
interest-rate resets. But that
might not be the case - in 2007,
defaultrates on subprime mortgages issued rose to if.2 percent
in November.These newly issued
mortgages had not yet reached
their reset date.
A primer on subprime:
Subprime mortgages are based
on lenders taking bigrisks on
loans to people who could be
consideredless than qualified.
Mortgage companiesrequire

E-mail obriennf@bc.edu
if interested

little money down on many of
these loans and offer "introductory" rates which were below
theprime rate - hence subprime. These lowrates don't
lastfor long though - after
the fixed introductoryperiod
of two to three years, the rates
wouldreset to rates often three
percentagepoints higher. Rates
thenreadjust every sixth month
thereafter, usuallygetting
higher. These higher rates can

drastically increase a borrower's
monthlymortgage payment,
oftentimes putting them in a
situation where they cannot
make thepayments, and then
ultimately default.Borrowers
knew that the rates were going
to rise, butbet on the appreciation of their homes. They could
get a subprime mortgage at a
low rate for two or three years
and thenrefinance before the
rates reset at a lower fixed rate.
It turns out the housing market
went the other way, and with
lowerhomevalues, refinancing
was not an option.
What is so alarming is the
large percent of defaultsbefore
rates reset. A 2006 study by the
Center for ResponsibleLending,
cited in a recent CNNMoney.
com article, forecasted 2.2
millionforeclosures on homes
financed by subprime loans. The
11.2 percent default rate is only
going to make this figure worse,
because these are foreclosures
unrelated to "reset shock." The
subprime crisis has wreaked
havoc on financial markets in
the United States, and subprime mortgages are theloans
thatshouldn't have been. Many
subprime loans were awardedto
borrowerswithout traditional
screening processes including

checking theborrowers' income
figures to make sure they could
pay back theloans. So, if the
default rate is already at If.2

percentbefore the rate reset,

one can only assume that the
default rate will skyrocket once
the rates do in fact reset. While
many other economic factors
contributed to the recent market
turbulence, the subprime crisis
is the largest factor, whcih is
due to irresponsiblepractices
by lenders. Lending institutions
wereblinded by their greed,
seeing easy money and subprime
mortgages as lucrative investment vehicles. Now, as millions
ofAmericans have lost or are
about to lose their homes, investment houses write downbillions in bad debtrelated to subprime mortgages, and American
markets and reeling loan officers
everywhere should realize, next
time,a littleresearch goes a
long way. And no matter how
good the economy might seem
to be, and no matter how large
the payoffs look, ensuring that
those you lend money to have
the ability to make payments is
not to be forgotten.

Patrick Fouhy is a staff columnist
for The Heights.He welcomes comments atfouhyp@bcheights.com.
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Election Central

'08's most important change: Campaignfinance reform
By Joshua Darr

The 2008 primaries were the
most expensive in history. Millions of dollarswere poured into
lowa, New Hampshire, South
Carolina, and all ofthe many
states afterward.
The vast majority of candidatesusedthe traditional
methods: opt out of public
financing, find as many large
donors as possible, and bring in
the lobbyists.
Despite all the cash, the
frontrunners are arguablythe
two most influential politicians
in the recent history of campaign finance reform.
Both Barack Obama and John
McCain have forever changed
how money goes to politicians,
each in his own way. A general
election match-up between the
two wouldbe an incredibly positive step against the influence of
money in politics.
Before his emergence into

the nationalspotlight, Obama
served for eightyears in the
Illinois State Senate. Obama
helped pass the most comprehensive and toughest campaign
finance laws in the state's
history. Illinois politics are
famously corrupt, and Obama's
bill went a long way towardaddressing that.
His legislationstopped personal use of campaign money by
politicians, banned many gifts
from lobbyists, and required
public filing of disclosure reports.

Once in theU.S. Senate,
Obama co-sponsored several
bills that took steps toward
public funding ofelections. Public funding is a promise made
between a candidate and the
government: if the candidates
agree to limit their totalmoney
spent, the government will
match a portion of theirfunds.
This is the most reliable way to
ensure that all candidates are on
a levelplaying field andthat the
contributionsof lower-income
donors are not outweighedby
those of the wealthy.
Once in thepresidentialrace,
Obama's campaign has confounded expectationsby raising
huge sums of money from small
donors. Of Obama's first-quarter
donations in 2007, 90 percent
were of $fOO or less. Obama's
fundraising success proved that
it is possible to fund a winning

RYAN UTTMAN-QUINN / HEIGHTSILLUSTRATION

presidentialcampaign without
relyingheavily on $2,300-maximum donations, andthus paved
the way for public financing.
Despite allthis progress led
by Obama, he could face an
even more ardent champion of
campaign finance reform in the
generalelection. Ever heard
, and I
thephrase, "I'm
approve this message?" You can
thank John McCainfor that.
No senator - not Obama, not
even any other Democrat - has
done more to reign in campaign
spendingthan McCain. His watershedMcCain-FeingoldAct of

2002 placed limits on spending
by national party committees in
all elections - state, federal, and
local.
ft also prohibited campaign
advertisementsknown as "issue
ads," which arerun by outside
groups to slam a particular
candidate on an issue. Unions
andbig corporations were huge
donors in the 2000 election, and
McCain's bill greatly limited
their influence.
McCain's stand on this issue
brought him intense heat from
his own party and powerful
moneyed interestsin Washing-

ton. Conservatives tend to resist
restrictions on campaign donations, because they view them as
free speech. The notion of giving
public money to candidatesalso
rubs anti-spendingRepublicans

the wrong way. McCain stood
up to his party on this issue,
bolstering his "maverick" image.
This is an issue that McCain
takes seriouslyenough to anger
his own party and constituents
over, andthere is everyreason to
believe that a McCain administration would continue to
make campaign finance reform a
priority.

McCain andObama agreed
beforethe election that if they
were the nominees, they would
accept public financing. This
step wouldhurt Obama more,
because it would limit his unprecedentedfundraising power.
Because of this, he has not
beenforthcoming aboutliving up to his words. If Obama
refuses financing andMcCain
clearly wishesto accept it, it will
tarnish Obama's commitment to
one of his signature issues and
will give McCain a strong talking
point.

Ifboth candidates decide

to accept public financing, the

playing field will be even.
Those who complain about
money in politics will be silenced (unless outside groups
become disproportionately
influential), and we will have
an electionbased on merit, not
purchasing power.
That change couldend up
being the best and longest-lasting effect of this monumental
election.
JoshuaDarr is a staffcolumnistfor
The Heights. He welcomes comments at darrj@bcheights.com.

Tech Journal

How to sync your online and offline activities, part two
Bryan Irace

Two weeks ago, we talked
about starting to sync your online and offline computer activities. Inparticular, I explained
how to set up an iGoogle personalized homepage that, along
withPlaxo andMeebo accounts,
wordd connectto your calendar,
e-mail, documents, AIM buddy
list, and addressbook. The kicker is that all of these toolscould
additionallybe accessed right
from your desktop. To quickly
reiterate, the ideais to have as
many of the things you use on
the computer availableboth
on your desktop and over the
Internet, because while desktop
access is faster and easier, it's
convenient to be able to get to
your files from anywhere. Today,
we'lltake things one step further
and work on syncing your bookmarks, photos, and RSS feeds.
RSS feeds: Last semester, I
wrote about the usefulness of
RSS (Really Simple Syndication) feeds in maximizing your
online productivity. To summarize, Web sitesthat are regularlyposted on (such as blogs)
oftenprovide feeds thatreaders
can "subscribe" to. All of your
subscriptions are compiled in
an RSS reader, which tells you
when new posts have been made.
In short, rather than having to
navigate all ofthe sites you read
regularly, their new postings
come right to you. There are
online RSS readers (such as
Google Reader) and ones you
can downloadto your desktop.
For our purposes, I'm going to
recommend the onlinereader
NewsGator [http://www.newsga-

PHOTO COURTESY OF LINSPIRE.COM

Picasa is powerful becasue your photos will be available right when you log into your Google homepage, and Google also offers free software to copy photos from your desktop to the Internet.
tor.com/]. Signing up for an account is free, andthe bonus here
is that the same company makes
desktop RSS programs for both
Mac and PC (NetNewsWire and

FeedDemon, respectively) that
will synchronizewith NewsGator.

This way, when you're on
the go, you can log in andread
away, and when you get back to
your computer, those articles
will no longer be marked as
"new." Go ahead and add a link
to your NewsGator account on
your iGooglehomepage. Aside
from your e-mailand calendar,
RSS feeds are the most practical

thing to have both online and
offline access to.
Bookmarks: Next, sign up
for a free Del.icio.us account
[ http://del. icio.us/]. Del.icio.us
is a "social bookmarking" web
site where you can store links
to all of yourfavorite Web sites,
organize them by tags, and share
them with friends. The great
part is that right on their Web
site, there are simple instructions on how to export all your
bookmarksfrom Firefox, Safari,
or even Internet Explorer, directly into Del.icio.us. As usual,
once you get yourfavorites
copied from your desktop to the

Web, you'll want to place a link
to your Del.icio.us account on
your iGoogle homepage. Just

that you'll have
at your fingertips next time you
log in to Googlefrom a computer
one more thing

other than your own.
Photos: There are plenty of
options to store photos online,
such as Shutterffy andKodak
Gallery,which I'm sure you've
seenon a number of occasions.
I'm going to argue that the best
option is Google's very own

Picasa, for a number of reasons.
For one, yourphotos will, by
defaultbe availableright when
you log into Google,but more

importantly, Google offers easyto-use free softwareused to
copy photos from your desktop
to the Internet.
Ifyou're a Mac user, the
Picasa Web Albums uploader
program integrates directlyinto
iPhoto. You may be wondering why you should even keep
photos on your desktop in the
first place, when you can save
file space by simply tossing them
all online.
While in many cases this
may be thebest route to take,
free online storage for photos
is usually limited in size, and
photos will oftenbe scaled down

to lowerresolutions in order to
compensate. Although a link to
Picasa is already present on the
top of your iGooglehomepage

(along with Maps, News, Shopping, etc), Googlehas also made
an iGooglegadget that allows
you to browse pictures without
even leaving the homepage.
Now thatwe've addedbookmarks, photos, and news articles
to our homepage, feel free to log
on the Web from anywhere and
feel right at home.
Bryan Irace is a staff columnistfor

The Heights. He welcomes comments at iraceb@bcheights.com.
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STUDENT

Textbook Buyßack Staff Needed
for $15/HR. Online textbook company needs 20 college students to
staff online textbook buyback events
at local private high schools in May
and June. 10-30 hrs/wk with flex hrs
to fit your sched. E-mail resume to
winnie. imperio@varsitybooks. com.
Instructors needed to present FUN
science activities for kids at schools
& parties. Need car & experience
w/ kids. Training provided. P/T $25/
hr. program. Apply online: www.
madscience.org/greaterboston or
781-899-6006.

Check www.bcheights.com/classifieds for even MORE job opportunies.

One-bed condo on corner Foster/
Comm. $230K. Everything freshly
painted, floors redone. New deck
and windows. Laundry, basement
storage, pet-friendly. Call Eric to
show, 508-878-5212.
Subletters needed for spring '09.
Undine Road. Four minutes from
campus. Double and single rooms
available. Beautiful hardwood floors
and a nice backyard. Looking to sublet to girls Price is negotiable. Please
e-mail bradyko@bc.edu.

Parking Spot Available. 25 Gerald
Rd. (less than 5-min. walk tocampus)
$150. Please contact Mila at 513-885-6452 or via e-mail at merchan@
bc.edu.

Happy Birthday, Jen! Love, The
Heights Board

Subletters needed for summer
Aye. Looking
to sublet to girls. Close to Comm Aye
bus stop and Chestnut Hill T stop.
Double room. Beautiful hardwood
floors and washer/dryer in apartment
unit. Price negotiable. Please e-mail
koesslem@bc. edu.

Selling/missing something? Need

a sublet? Want to advertise an
event on campus? Have a friend
with an upcoming birthday? Email classifieds@bcheights.com to
place a FREE student classified!
Research participants needed.
Are you interested in discussing
issues of social class at BC? Then
please consider being interviewed
fora sociology senior thesis. Contact
Katherine LaTores at latores@bc.edu
for more information.

Group of 5 Seniors needed to
match with my group of7 in Mod and
6 man lottery. Combinations of 2 or 3.
Contact daniel.russell. 2@bc. edu.

'09. 276 Chestnut Hill

The LSOE service trip to Natchez,
MS has a fundraiser at Tasca on
Sunday Feb. 24, 4-11p.m. Ifwe have
100 peoplewith reservations, all food
profits will go towards our trip! E-mail
Jillian @ dalyjx@bc.edu with questions or with your name, # of people
and time, to make your reservation
and mention the trip to your server.
Tired of Windows Vista? Looking
to try something new? Contact The
BC Linux Project to find out about
the growing popularity of open source
computing! E-mail dingmant@bc.edu
for more info.
WANT TO EARN $10-20? Participate
in a psychology research study in
the Tamir Lab! If interested, contact
TamirLab@gmail. com.

Earth and Sage Medical Spa, 17
Herrick Rd. Newton Centre. Specializing in Botox, dermal fillers, and
chemical peels. Free consultations,
617-244-5060 for appointments.
The Laughing Medusa is BC's only
women's literature and arts journal.
Creative non-fiction, short stories,
poetry, and visual art of any genre
are accepted. Submissions can be
dropped offat the Women's Resource
Center (McElroy 141) ore-mailed to
wrc@bc.edu.

Participate in Psychology Studies in the Interdisciplinary Affective
Science Laboratory. We pay $10 an
hour. Contact bcpsychlab@gmail.
com for more information.

Amanda Geiger never saw the drunk driver.
Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk.
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Do you want to advance in the Accounting field?
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Fairfield University's MS in Accounting
will help you achieve that goal!
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INQUIRE at Fairfield University ...
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START June 2, 2008
GRADUATE in May 2009!

A career in Accounting awaits you!
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Ideal program for Accounting majors
150 credits with accelerated, full-time degree completion in one year
CPA Test Prep Course available
Faculty with exceptional academic and professional credentials
Personal attention and advising for every student
Scholarships available

Let us help you get started today!
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Eagles make a statement vs. Yellow Jackets
deservesmuch credit. Theyheld the Yellow Jackets

and triple coverage and could not control the paint
as she normally does.
The Eagles had no reason to worry, as their experiencedguardplay proved to be the difference in
this game. They handledthe constant YellowJacket
pressure withpoise andconfidence. Theycontrolled
the tempo of the game and were careful not to get
into a shooting match with Georgia Tech. Their
free throws down thestretch sealedthe victory, but
big shots by Thoman and Brown kept the Eagles
competitive throughout the night.
The Eagles certainly made a statement in this
game. They announced that they are not to be
overlooked. Althoughthey are young, they are
mentally strong enough to earn significant, hardfought victories.
And even ifall the pieces are not in places on a
particular night, they are still balanced enough to

The lady Eagles' 62-53 win over Georgia Tech
Mondaynight was meaningful on a number of
levels. It ended a difficult three-gamelosing steak.
The night itself was special as well, as Boston College was celebrating the "Think Pink" initiative.
The event raised awareness for breast cancer, and
all fans wearing pink were granted free admission;
consequently, a packed house at Conte Forum witnessedBC's victory.
Additionally, the Eagles proved a lot about
themselves as a team. First of all, they proved that
they can beat a very talented opponent. BC kept
the explosive duo of Janie Mitchell and Chioma
Nnamaka in check with a total of just 10 points.
GeorgiaTechhas been ranked throughout the year,
and was one spot aheadofBC in the ACC standings.

As the conference tournament looms in the not-sodistant future, this was not simply a big game,but
was a must-win. The Eagles proved their moxie by
doing just that.
Yes, BC did leadthe entire game and they didwin
by nine points, but this was a much closer game than
these facts would indicate. Georgia Tech actually
came within one point with four minutes remaining
in the game. BC proved its mental toughnessby not
giving up the lead down the stretch.
Much ofthis was due to clutch free-throwshooting. The Eagles made 12 of 15 over the course of
the game, including eight in a row in the waning
minutes. Guards Ayla Brown, Brittanny Johnson,
Jaclyn Thoman, and forward Rebecca Miles each
contributedby hitting a pair. Knowing that they
can count on these players late in the game builds
confidence.
Aside from free throws, the Eagles' defense

Wildcats

Spring training is over for Eagles

By

Kiernan Collins

Heights Staff
on

to just 37.5 percent shootingthroughout the game.
Down the stretch, BC was ableto comeup with gritty
defensive stands, oftenforcing GeorgiaTech to eat
up most of the shot clock. The Eagles also came up
withtimely steals to help seal the victory.
GeorgiaTech's own defense was not idle, either.
Its constant full-court pressure is one of the most
intimidatingforces in the ACC. It didgive theEagles
trouble,as was evidenced in their 23 turnovers.
As the game wore on, however, BC grew more
apt at breaking this press when it set up a two-onetwo zone press break. The Eagles made the proper
adjustments, as good teams will do.

Most significantly, BC won without the usual
dominant performances of Carolyn Swords and
Stefanie Murphy.Murphy was plaguedby earlyfoul
troubleand logged just 19 minutes. Swords led the
Eagles with 14 points, but she often faced double persevere.

stops, Sanchez is expected to take on a leadership
role as the season progresses. The catcher was also
in right fieldthis weekendwhile Barry Butera gets namedto the Brooks Wallace watch list alongwith
the nod at second base.
Campbell.
Butera, who Aoki describes as having "one ofthe
In the outfield, Aoki is confident that a mix of
best two or threearms on the team," may switch with players willaptly fillroles leftbehindby Peter Frates,
Jared McGuire, and Johnny Ayers. While either
Hamlet later in the year and move to right field because ofhis arm strength. For now, however, Butera
Hamlet or Butera should playright field, freshman
willflash his gloveat second. The left-handedhitter, Marc Perdios has won the job in center. "He's a talFrom Hockey Preview, B8
whostartedsix games last season,caught Aoki's eye ented kid," Aoki said. "He's a coach's son (his dad
in the preseason. "He's alwaysbeen good defensively, coaches at Curry College in Milton, Mass.), and he
UNH is looking to continue its seven-game unbut in thebubble, he swung the bat a heck of a lot brings along with him all the attributes that your
beaten streak, which is the samestreak thatBC had better," the coach said.
typical coach's son does. He just has a really good
maintained going into the teams' first meeting in
Another fresh face on the diamond is that of feelfor playing the game."
November.Last weekend, the Wildcatstiedandthen Garret Smith. Smith hasbeen penciled in to replace
Left field should witness a combinationof sophobeat Providence in a home-and-homeseries. Before Ryan Hutchinson at shortstop. The freshman from mores Robbie Anston and Sam Shaughnessy. "In
that, they swept the Black Bears ofMaine.
thelast coupleofweeks in the scrimmages, Samhas
Sterling, Mass, is very strong in the field and showAlong with the team's unbeaten streak, Mike cases a brilliant arm, which Aoki said may be the done a really good job with the bat," Aoki said of
Radja, the team'stop scorer, has a seven-game scorBoston Globe columnist Dan Shaugnessy's son. "He
strongest on the team.
ing streak, totaling 16 points, seven goals, and nine
While the middle infield lacks experience, the has played himself fromrelatively low on the depth
assists. Matt Fornataro, second on the team in goals, corner spots will be manned by two players comchart after last year to a position where he's probhas scored in seven ofthe last eight games.
ing off solid seasons in 2007. Third baseman Eric ably going to start this weekend," he added.Anston
UNH's goaltenderKevin Regan is chasing BC's Campbell, a second-team AU-ACC selection last "brings some speed and athleticism to the lineup,"
Scott Clemmensen's ('01) Hockey East record for spring, returns after leading the Eagles with a .350 Aoki said. The left-handed hitter from Florida is
career conference wins. Regan currently has 46;
batting average. The 6-foot-3 junior,who is listed as currentlybattling an arm injury, however, and may
Clemmensen's record is 52. Regan would need to a co-captainfor the 2008 squad, wasrecently named start at designatedhitter this weekend.
win at least seven more games, which would require to the watch list for the 2008 Brooks Wallace, an
While the lineup returns little experience, the
some play in the Hockey East tournament.
awardgiven to the country's best player. Sophomore pitching rotation returns several players who made
Thisweekend'shome-and-homeseries is crucial MichaelBelfiore returns as the team'sfirstbaseman. multiple starts in 2007.
in determining the Hockey East regular-season Belfiore hit .297 last
Among those pitchers is Terry Doyle, the 2006
spring while splitting time at
champion. Providence and Northeastern, although firstbase and right field. The 6-foot-3 left-hander Cape Cod Baseball League Co-Pitcher of the Year
tiedfor thirdand only one point behind BC, do not may also get a strong look on the mound as the Award. The 6-foot-4right-hander is expectedto be
have much of a chance because neitherfaces UNH seasonprogresses after pitching in seven games as the team's ace following an injury-plagued season
again. If BC does not win both games, it will have
last spring. Doylewent 4-5 with a 5.87 ERA in 2007,
afreshman.
no chance at winning the conference. If the Eagles
despite posting ERAs of 3.14 and 3.44 in his first
The third returning starter is catcher Tony Sansweep UNH, they will have to win one more game chez. Sanchez, a sophomore from Miami, had a
two seasons.
than the Wildcats to tic, and another tic or win to productive debut in 2007 when he started48 games
"He had a down year in comparison to what he
be named regular-seasonchampion. \u25a0
and hit .3f8. Regarded as one of the ACC's topbackdid as a freshman and sophomore," Aoki said. "But

present

From Baseball Preview, B8

challenge

\u25a0

from what I've seen of him in the bubble, he's kind
of back to what he was. He's a kid who has more experience than anyone on our club." That experience
will give Doyle the season-opening start on Friday,
beforeAoki turns the ball over to Dan Houstonand
Nick Asselin.
Houston, who went 3-4 with a 5.27 ERA in 17
games last season, will start on Saturday. The 6foot-3 junior began last season as theteam's closer
before relinquishing the role and moving to the
starting rotation where he posted a solid 2-1 mark.
Asselinreturns following a season-endinginjury in
2007 after he posted a 1-2record and an 8.18 ERA.
The senior, who pitched very wellbefore the injury
in games against VanderbiltandDuke, will start on
Sunday.
The backend of the starting rotation will be a
battlebetween names like James MacDonald, John
Leonard, and Kevin Moran. Leonard and Moran
are bothfreshmen and should see several mid-week
starts as the season progresses.
Aoki expects the bullpen to be led by another
freshman, 6-foot-2 left-handerPat Dean. Dean is
slated to be the team'scloser followingseveral successful scrimmages in the bubble. Other membersof
the pen include sophomore Geoff Oxley and senior
Kurt Hayer. Oxley, a 6-foot-4 right-hander, led the
team with a 3.04 ERA last spring. Hayer, who averaged 9.82 strikeoutsper game in 2007, has whatAoki
calls "thebest pure stuff of anybody" on the team.
With such a young lineup and a group of pitchers looking to rebound in 2008, Aoki recognizes the
uncertainty surrounding his team.
But he remains cautiously optimistic about its
prospects: "You hope they're good enough, and I
think that they are. But we'llfind out in a hurry."
That hurry begins this weekendin Statesboro,
Georgia. \u25a0

A day in the life of the next
great NFL quarterback
Catherine Cypher
Themonth of February is, traditionally, the
deadmonth in sports - footballis over, spring
training is just starting, and not even thereal Superman winning the slam dunk contest by sort of
dunking from the foul line while wearing his cape
could makethe NBA interesting. For us college
sports fans, the most exciting event of the month
is none other than the NFL combine.And by "us
college sports fans," I mean "us college sports fans
not attendingMemphis, Tennessee, UNC, Kansas,
Duke, UCLA, or any ofthe other current top-25
basketballschools." The combine is especially
exciting this yearbecause five of our own Eagles
will be there to run, jump, andWonderlic their
way into thefuture of an NFL team. With this
goal in mind, I thought I'd take you through NFL
Combine Day One through the eyes of a certain
kind-of-a-big-deal,brown-eyed,lady-killingBoston College quarterbackwith two first names and
an(Eli) Manning-likelaser, rocket arm.
6:00 a.m.: Wake up. Fist pump.
6:30 a.m.: Breakfast. Most important meal of
the day. No-brainer - Flutie Flakes. Problem. I
can't have Flutie Flakes. They workedin college,
but I'm trying to make a name for myself in the
pros. Flutie Flakes are not going to cut it in the
NFL. Do they makeFavre Flakes?
6:31 a.m.: Mental note: Tell someone important-lookingmy ideafor Favre Flakes. Or, even
better: Manning Flakes. No alliteration? So what?
Peyton and Eli on a cerealbox? That's a keeper. I
was in CSOM. I know how this works. It'll sell.
8:05 a.m.: Arrive at the RCA Dome. See Gosder. Say hi. Hope he doesn't eat me.
8:30 a.m.: First task: three-conedrill. I can
totally do this - it's running back and forth and
sideways and around and backward. Essentially,
what I do everytime my protection breaks down
and I'm about to throw a completelyimprobable
touchdownpass. Just another day at the office for
Matty fee.
9:00 a.m.: Cone drill done.Next up: 40-yard
dash. Uh-oh. Can I call Chris Crane and have him
do this one for me?No? OK, OK. Umm how
about Tribs? Can we call him over here and have
him just do an extra one in my place? Yeah, I realize he's not even a quarterback and yes, I understand that he's not even on the same side of the
ball as me, but if we could just... no?You want an
offensive player? Fine, let's get Ty Hall over here,
he'd do it for me - O-line brotherhood,you know?
No? I have to do it myself?No excuses? Alright,
OK, fine, 1'11 do it. Let's go.
9:00:04:08:05 a.m.: I justran my best 40 time
ever! I am so excited! I have so much adrenaline
pumping through my body, I can't breathe! I am so

...

...
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Ever wonder what Matt Ryan's up to now that he's gonefrom the Heights and preparing for the combine?

excited, I feel like I'm going t0...
9:05 a.m.: Throw up.
10:00 a.m.: Walk over to watch thebench press.
I don'thave to do it. Us QB's can be successful and
skinny. Like Amy Winehouse.
10:30 a.m.: Gosder wants to bench press me
instead ofthe bar. I'm trying to run away, but apparently he has a faster 40 time than me because
he's gaining.
11:30 a.m.: Managed to evade the big guy but
we seem to have another problem. JamieSilvahas
gone missing. He showed up for today's workout
in high-top Chuck Taylors, andhe hasn't been
seen since he went backfor cleats after being
reprimandedby an important-lookingguy who 1
thentold aboutmy Favre/Manning Flakes idea.
He didn't actually say anything in response, but I
think it went well.
12:00 p.m.: Found Silva. I don'tknow why they
didn'task me for help sooner - Iknow how to find
that crazy kid any time of day. Find a trash heap.
Go to it. Dig around. He'll be under there somewhere. This time, he was looking for his cleats.
He didn'tfind them, but he found a sort ofbroken
clockradio and Tom O'Brien.
1:00 p.m.: Wonderlic!
1:05 p.m.: Wonderlic Question 1: How long does
it take the average sports announcer to realize that
a big-time quarterback's nickname is a reference
to a cheap and disgusting beer found on college
campuses across the nation?
a)
five minutes
b)
three games
c)
a whole season
never - they are still calling me that even
d)
though their networks wouldconsider it
wildly inappropriate ifthey knew what it

...

meant

1:10 p.m.: Wonderlic Question 6: A Red Line
train is traveling West at 45 mph. A GreenLine
train is traveling East at 3 mph(on a good day.)
How long will it take the occupants ofboth trains
to realize that there is a successful big-time Division I college football program down the street
that they continue to ignore because of their unhealthy obsession withBoston professionalsports?
f:2O p.m.: Done with Wonderlic, done with Day
One. Successful. Fist pump. I'm tired. Time to
head back andrelax, maybe throwback a couple
Natty Ice's with the boys. On second thought,
they're taking that picture of me in my underwear
tomorrow. I don't wantto look hopelesslypathetic
in that shot andhave it circulate when I'm at the
peak of my wildly successful NFL career, a la Tom
Brady. I'm going to have to pass on the brewskis.
Catherine Cypher is a sophomore in the College of Arts
and Sciences. She can be reached at sports@bcheights.
com.
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The Week Ahead
College basketball's top two teams,
Tennessee and Memphis, compete
on Saturdayto see whois thenation's
best team. Baseball travels down
South for a three-game series with
Georgia Southern. Men's hockey
squares off against No. 3 UNH.

The Heights

Standings
Heights staff
David Amstutz
Iraßerman
JessicaIsner

B7

BC notes

Recap from Last Week
Men'sbasketball finally pulled themselves out of their losing streak by
defeating N.C. State on Thursday.
Virginia ended the win streak at one
however,beatingtheEagles at home
on Sunday. Women's hockey split

17-6-2
16-7-2
16-7-2
15-8-2

theirseries with Maine.

Guest Editor:
Jeff Wallace
Asst. Arts & Review

"Why don'twe ever do golfpicks?"

Men's Basketball
AlongwithMarylandguard Greivis Vasquez, junior guard
Tyrese Rice was named ACC Co-Player of the Week. Rice
averaged 30 points, 4.5 assists and four rebounds per game
against N.C. State and Virginia last week. In the Eagles' 82-65
win overN.C. State, Rice met his career-highwith 32 points.
Against Virginia, Rice had 28 points, four rebounds, and
three assists. Rice is currently second in the ACC in scoring
and assists, averaging 20.8 points and 5.1 assists per game,
respectively.
Former EagleBill Curley will be named one the ACC's 12
Men'sBasketballTournamentLegends at this year's ACC tournament. Curley played for theEagles from 1990-1994.Curley
scored2,102 points in his time at Boston College and currently
ranks fourth on the all-time scoring list. Curley alsohad 996
rebounds, which is also fourth on BC's all-timelist.

Men's Soccer
Jessica Isner

This Week's Games
Women's Basketball:BC at FloridaState

Sports Editor

David Amstutz
Assoc. Sports Editor

BC

Ira Berman
Asst. Sports Editor

FSU

Jeff Wallace
Asst. Arts & Review

be

BC

Men's Basketball:BC at Florida State

BC

FSU

BC

FSU

Men's Hockey: BCvs New Hampshire (Series)

Split

Split

UNH

BC

Women's Hockey: BCvs Boston University (Series)
NCAA Men's Basketball:Tennessee vs Memphis

bu

bu

BC

BC

Memphis

Memphis

Memphis

Tennessee

Freshman Shawn Chin was one of23 collegeplayersinvited
to train with the U.S. Under-20 Men's National Team. The
training camp will take place in New Orleans from Feb. 19 to
24. The team will take part in a four-team tournament, with
their first game coming against the Honduras U-20 MNT.
Four ACC playersplan to play with the team, includingNorth

Carolina's Cameron Brown, Clemson's GregEckhardt, Wake
Forest's Ike Opara, and Virginia Tech's James Shupp.

Cheer up everyone, hard times do not lastforever
Dan Cagen
Loads offreshmen. A longmidseasonlosing streak. A season that required an extended
conference tournament run to have any chance
at postseasonplay.
Sound familiar?
It's a profile thatfits the 2007-08 BostonCollege men's basketball team. But that's not who it
belongs to. Want to know who owns thatresume?
The 2006-07 Connecticut Huskies, that's
who. The same Huskies who, in 2008, are 21-5,
have won 10 in a row, and are No. 13 in the nation.

BC's former Big East rival had eight freshthe eight
players who left the Elite Eight team. Also, A.J.
Price finally madehis debut in his third year in
the program, after brain hemorrhaging and stolen laptops cost him his first two years.
Those players, including Price, made up four
of Jim Calhoun's top five scorers, but the team's
inexperiencewas too much to overcome. UConn
lost five straight in January to knock them out
of at-large consideration, and then ended the
men on its roster last season to replace

season with four straight

losses.
The Huskies' streak offive straight NCAA

tournaments was snapped.
Those memories are long gone now. Price
hasbecome one of the best point guards in the
nation, while 7-foot-3 Hasheem Thabeetis turning into a constant triple-double threat (that's
blocks, not assists).
Although it may pain some BC fans to look
to a Calhoun-coached team for inspiration, it is
to Storrs, Conn, that Superfans should gaze for
hopes of next season.
BC is going through many of the same growing
pains that Connecticut went through last year. Al
Skinner's team has been to the last four NCAA
tournaments, but lost four players off last year's
roster, including two first-round draft picks.

This year's editionfeatures five freshmen,
four ofwhom are in the regular rotation. The
young Eagles have dropped seven out of eight,
bookmarkedby losses to last-place Virginia.
BC has been plaguedby inconsistent play.
The Eagles lost back-to-back games by 22
points, to North Carolina and Clemson, then one
week later led Duke with under 10 minutes to go.
In back-to-backhome games, the Eagles held

N.C. State to 65 points in a win, but on Sunday
the defensive problems that have lasted all season resurfaced. Virginia shot 57 percent in the
first halfand scored 79 points in a five-point win.
Skinner admittedlast week that this season
has forced him to do things differently than in
the past, when he had veteran leaderslike Jared
Dudley, Craig Smith, and Troy Bell.
He's called more timeouts and has changed
his starting lineup several times. And while Tyrese Rice has done everything in his power in the
last couple ofweeks(averaging over 29 points
in his last three games), more often than not, it
hasn't been enough.
The heart of the question is, are these freshmen, alongwith transfer Joe Trapani, going to be
able to do next year what UConn's former freshmen are doing this year?
Rakim Sanders is certainly the most talented
of the group. He shoots over 40 percent from
three and had 12rebounds against N.C. State,
but his foul shooting is maddening - 50 percent is bad for anyone, but it's really awful for a
guard.
Biko Paris and Corey Raji both look to be
scrappy players, guys who understand theirroles

and understand the team concept. Raji has shot
the ball well when given the chance and is a
tough defender.
Paris is best when he stays under control and
did a solid job Sunday on UVA's Scan Singletary
after hitting Singletary'selbow with his mouth in
the first minute of the game.
Big man Josh Southern is the most intriguing
of the four freshmen who play (Cortney Dunn has
played in only three games all year). Southern
had nearly as many DNPs as total points when
the Eagles traveledto Chapel Hill, N.C. on Jan.
31. He has played in all six games since.
At times he looks like a force, but he often
appears lost on defense.He had four fouls in just
seven minutes on Sunday. The Saginaw, Mich,
native is of particular importance to BC's fortunes next year when senior big men John Oates
and Tyrelle Blair aren't around.
If the sophomores-to-beare able to raise
their games over the summer, this season may
become what last season was at UConn - a stepping-stone to better days.
Dan Cagen is ajunior in the College ofArts and Sciences.
He can bereached at sports@bcheights.com.

Bring on the Seminoles
By

Charles Moore

Heights Staff

The Boston College men's basketball team will
take on a Florida State team on Saturday that can
be seen as somewhat of a paradox. The Seminoles
depend on their guardsto propelboth their offense
and their defense, but the more theylean on these
guards, the more likely the team is to break. FSU's
strength in its guards can alsobe its weakness.
The Seminoles, who are 14-12 overall and 3-8
in the ACC, have a trio of guards who are the top
three active scorers on the team. Each also has the
ability to force turnovers because of the amount of
pressure they put on offenses, making them threats
on both ends of the floor.
Toney Douglas, Jason Rich, and Ralph Mims
makeup the active threesomethat often determines
the success of their team. This congregation of
guards has recently been decimated by the loss of
third-leading scorer Isaiah Swarm, who averaged
11.8 points per game and is out with a torn ACL.
These interchangeable Seminole guards are
known for occasionally pressuring their opponent
for the length of the floor and jumping the passing
lanes, both ofwhich lead to steals thattranslate to
easy fast-break points. Because of this excessive
pressure, FSU is second in the conference with 9.7
steals per game.
Other teams have had great success when they
were able to pressure the Eagles and force multiple
turnovers. Duke, Clemson, and even RobertMorris
allbeat BC, and they had their pressure defenseto
thank for their success. In those three games, the
Eagles averaged 19.7turnovers a game.
Althoughit is explicable, and almost expected,
that the Eagles wouldlose to superior opponents
such as Duke and Clemson, theloss to Robert Mor-

ris shows just how frazzled this team can become
whenpressured.
Takingcare oftheball on offense willbe imperative to this game because of the excessive pressure
put on by theFSU guards. Last year, whenBC faced
a similarSeminoleteam, the Eagleswere able to pull
off a tough 68-67 road victory largely because they
didn't cough the ball up and limitedthemselves to
only 11 turnovers.
Douglas, Rich, and Mims average 39.6 points
a game between them, and most teams have a difficult time stopping all three of these quick guards
at once. When allthree are in thegame, the Eagles
have only Biko Paris and Tyrese Rice who match
up well against them. The responsibility of guarding thatthird guard falls on the shoulders ofCorey
Raji, Rakim Sanders, and Shamari Spears, each of
whomisn't an idealfit for thetask.
Despite thatFSU isn'tafraid to put three guards
on thefloor at once can alsoplay to BC'sfavor. All of
theirstarters are either around 6-foot-2 or 6-foot-9,
so theytypicallyplay without any swingmen on the
floor. In fact, the onlyplayer in their rotation who
couldbe described as such is seldom-usedCasaan
Breeden.
With so many guards on thefloor, thereis bound
to be a mismatch that BC can exploit. Sanders,
Spears, and Raji will all be able to post up when
guardedby any of these guards.
BC will lookinside to any one ofthese forwards
to exploitthese disparities in height. Each ofthese
swingmen has the abilityto be effective in the post,
and they will most likely be called upon to do so on
Saturday.
If the Eagles can elude the pressure defense of
the opposition and get the ball into the frontcourt
to their forwards, they may be able to escape Tallahassee with a win. \u25a0

EARN EXTRA CREDIT

THIS SUMMER AT NORTHEASTERN

Summer Session at Northeastern is your opportunity to
get ahead. Whether you want to transfer credits into
your current degree program, stock up on science
courses, or enroll in a master's degree program,
we have over 300 graduate and undergraduate
courses to fit your needs.
?

course
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Tyrese Rice and the Eagles travel down to Tallahassee, Fla. to take on FSU, lookingfor theirfifth ACC victory.

8- & 4-week flexible

formats

Courses offered in
Boston, Burlington
M & Online
?
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Winning in pink

Numbers to Know

.318
Batting average of sophomore
catcher Tony Sanchez as a
freshman last season.

move

LEadgyles in
By Ira

3

pfilatchewin
with
overGeorgiaTech

Berman

Asst. Sports Editor

In a battle for fifth place in the Atlantic Coast Conference standings, the
Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets refused to
go down without a fight. The Boston
College women's basketball team was
ready, however, and managed to pull off
a 62-53 victory on "ThinkPink" night at
Conte Forum. With the win, the Eagles
move into fifth place in the ACC, while
the Yellow Jackets drop into sixth. The
Eagles improve their record to 6-5 in the
ACC and 18-8 overall.
"I'm really, really pleased because
this was a big game for us," said BC head
coach Cathy Inglese. "This was a mustwin game."
Although they never relinquished
their lead, the Eagles allowedthe score
to become too close for comfort down
the stretch.
With 13:56 left to play, BC held an
11-point lead. The Yellow Jackets were
not going to go quietly, and theybegan to
mount a comeback. Following a basketby
point guardJaclyn Thoman, GeorgiaTech
guard Brigitte Ardossi hit a layup to cut
BC's lead to 45-43 with 8:38 to play.
The Eagles increased their lead back
up to seven ona 3-pointer from Thoman
and a layup from Ayla Brown with 6:30

Place taken by the women's
fencing team in the Northeastern Fencing Conference.

6
Members of the men's and
women's cross country teams
named to the All-ACC Academic Team.

23
Turnovers committed by the
women's basketball team
against Georgia Tech on Monday.

Talk of the Heights
"I think [the talent level]
has improved. In some
ways it's just a natural
progression for us having
joined the ACC. You're
talking about maybe
the most competitive
conference in the country.
I think that has enabled us
to get in the door with kids
who in the past may have
overlooked us."

remaining.
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Guard Ayla Brown drives the baseline for one of her 11 points versus Georgia Tech Monday.

fn the next three minutes, Georgia
Tech's four steals and the Eagles' six
turnovers appeared to put the victory
into the Yellow Jackets'hands. Following
a basketby forwardAlex Montgomery, the
YellowJackets cut the leadto one, 52-51,
with4:24 to play.
The game was not over though, and
guard Brittanny Johnson convertedboth
free throws at 2:53 to put the Eagles up
by three.Thoman proceeded to steal the
ball on the ensuing GeorgiaTech possession, which Carolyn Swords followed up
on with a layup after a missed 3-pointer

by Johnson. The Eagles then led by five
again. Tied56-53 with 35 seconds to go,
Georgia Tech's 3-pointer attempt to tic
the game rimmed out, and the Eagles
went on to win the game with six straight

free throws.
From the Johnson 3-pointer to begin
the game, the Eagles never trailed. Going into the half, Georgia Tech managed
to cut the BC lead down to five, 31-26.
GuardMickelPicco ledthe Eagleswith 10
points in the half, while Swords chipped
in eight.
The Eagles were led by freshmen for
the majority of the contest. Swords led
the Eagles with 14 points, four rebounds,
and two blocks. Thoman contributed 13
points on 100 percent shooting,with five
rebounds and three steals. Inglese specifically praised Thoman for her efforts
in the game, especiallyin the game's final
minutes.Brown also chipped in 11 points
and six rebounds.
Throughout the game, the Eagles
could not find an answer for Montgomery
on defense. The freshman matched her
career-highwith 26 points alongwith six
rebounds.
BC struggled against Georgia Tech's
tenacious defense throughoutthe game as
well.Most inbounds plays were facedby a
full-court press, causing many problems
in getting the ball past half court. The
Yellow Jackets forced 23 BC turnovers,
including 16 steals.
"This team was going to cause some
turnovers Ithinkthey leadthe leaguein
forcing turnovers, and we really needed to
take good care of the ball," Inglese said.
Inglese admittedthat her guardshad
troublewith the full-court press at times.
The Eagles, "triedto get[their] post more
involved. Murphy did a great job and
Carolyndid [as well]," Inglese said.
"I'mreally pleased we did not fold in
this game, because we held the lead the
whole game, they got within one, and we
did not fold," fnglese said. "We played
great zone defense at the end and we
put in the foul shots when we neededto.
This game showed a lot of maturity for a
young team.
"Overall, [it was a] great team effort." \u25a0

...

-Mikio Aoki
Head Coach, BC
Baseball

Eagles looking to upset No. 3
By Diana C.

Nearhos

UNH

Heights Editor
BostonCollegemen's hockey (16-7-7,
10-5-6) faces University ofNew Hampshire (19-7-2, 15-4-2) this weekend for
the second and third of three regularseason appearances ofthe season. UNH

EASHSOTCKY tandings
Overall
15-4-2
10-5-6
10-7-4
11-8-2
10-8-3
9-7-5
8-9-4
6-10-5
4-14-3
4-15-2

As of Feb. 6
New Hampshire
Boston College
Providence
Northeastern
Boston University
Vermont
UMass-Lowell
Massachusetts
Maine
Merrimack

toGaW
me atch
Men's Hockey

currently sits atop the Hockey East with
32 points; BC is second with 26 points,
precariously above Providence and
Northeasterneach with24.
UNHand BC each have six games
left, and this is BC's best opportunity
to gain ground on the Wildcats. Both
teams have two more home-and-home
series after this weekend. BC will play
Providence and Northeastern, which
are expected to be more difficult than
Vermont and Merrimack, who UNH will
play. To pass UNHand win the Hockey
East regular-season title, BC would
need to win at least threegames thatthe
Wildcats lose.
BC won three out ofthefour meetings
against theWildcatslast year, including
the HockeyEast tournament championship. The Eagles have faced the Wildcats
once already at the beginning of the
season and lost 5-2. They failed to take
advantage of power plays, not scoring
once in seven opportunities.
BC was also missing some key players

including Nathan Gerbe to suspension,
and Brock Bradford and Dan Bertram
toinjuries. Bradfordhas since sustained
another arm injury, but Gerbe and Ber-
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Eagles head coach JerryYork talks strategy with the team at practice on Wednesday, in preparation for the New Hampshire series.
tram will both play this weekend.
The importance of having Gerbe,
who leads the team in both goals and
penalty minutes, on the ice was once
again proven last weekend. He picked a
iO-minute major towardthe end of the
game against UMass-Lowell. Missing
him hinderedBC's ability to come back

in a game that they should have been
ableto win. To win this weekend, and the
rest of the season, Gerbe, who is second
in the nation for scoring, needs to stay
on the ice.
BC is coming off a split series with

University and Harvard. The first game
against UMass was sluggish and uncharacteristic ofthe Eagles; the second, they
regained their footing and once again
lookedlike the team that had won the
Beanpot championship.

the River Hawks of UMass-Lowell
and Beanpot victories against Boston

See Hockey Preview, B6

Eagles ready for the first pitch
Boston
.
vs.
~College

..

By David Amstutuz
Assoc. Sports Editor

UNH

The Eaglesplay a home-and-home sewith New Hampshire on Friday and
Saturday night. UNH is currentlyranked
No. 3 in the country, and a win would
help the Eagles' place in the Hockey
East standings.

ries

Friday 7 p.m. and Saturday7 p.m.

There's a new sense of belonging
surroundingtheBoston Collegebaseball
team this season.
When BC movedfrom theBig East to
the ACC in the summer of 2005, many
experts questionedhow smooth a transition the Eagles would experiencein a
sport dominated by southern schools.
They doubted that Big East-quality
players could compete in the superior
ACC.

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

Following two seasons that saw BC
finish with back-to-back sub-.500 records in ACC play, some might say the
critics were right. And with the Eagles
returning just threestarting fielders from
last season, it might appear that 2008
will be more of the same.
For most college baseball programs,
returning only three starters might pose
a problem. But not for head coach Mik
Aoki and his young team. "I think it
(the talent level) has improved," Aoki
said. "In some ways, it's just a natural
progression ofus havingjoined theACC.

Basketball travels down to FSU

Will sunny weather bring a brighter outcome?
Preview ofmen's basketball against FSU. B7

I think that hasenabled us to get in the
door withkids who in thepast may have
overlookedus," he said about the move
to such a competitive conference.
Aoki makes a point. While Birdball
lost multipleplayers for various reasons
- professional baseball, transfer, and
even the NFL draft - the team currently
has more ACC-qualityplayers than ever
before. It now has thetalent to compete
andthe knowledge to win in perhaps the
country's finest baseballconference.
Take freshman Matt Hamlet, for
example. The infielder, who hails from

It will get a lot better, trust me

The 2007-2008 men's basketball team may be a disappointment, but get ready for next year. B7

ACC-country in Virginia, is expected to
replace Joe Ayers in the lineupwhenthe
Eagles travel to Georgia Southern this
weekend, but Aoki does not foresee a
drop-offin production. Although Ayers
was taken in the 48thround of the draft
last summer, the coachdoesnot hesitate
to praise his protege: "[Hamlet] has
done a very good job swinging the bat.
He's a very good littledefenderthat gives
us flexibility."Hamlet's versatilityshould
play a role early, as he is expected tostart

See Baseball Preview, B6
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A Second Opinion
This week, the music world saw new releases from two of its
biggest - Paula Abdul and Mariah Carey. While her debut performance of "DanceLike There's No Tomorrow" at the Super Bowl
was a creative monstrosity, Abdul is back on her game with the
release of the single's music video, in which she appears singing
in two sets. In thefirst, she sings solo, with a traditionalmic. With
bangs,wearing a long red top over jeans,she looks like a knockout.
Joseph Neese |
She then appears in a floor set with a backgroundbandthat includes
fellow Idol judgeRandy Jacksonon electric guitar. In a low-cutblack and gray dress accentuated with black leather gloves and high-heeledshoes, Abdul, famous for her VMA fashion
mistakes,brings her great style to the video'sforefront. What comes next is a choreographic
wonder, with Abdul's dance routine exploding on screen, fresh as ever, whilekeeping to her
own unique style. As a dancer, Abdul has not lost her touch; she easily keeps pace with her
younger dancers. The one drawback:the unnecessary inclusion ofher American Idolcostars
eliminatesAbdul's artistic credibility. Jackson's appearance throughout nullifies Abdul's hip
factor. Then, at thevideo'sclose the two, alongwith SimonCowell andRyan Seacrest, appear
together in a photo. While Abdul is making every use of the Idol juggernaut to increase her
popularity, she should certainlyrely on her own talentsinstead of this cheap exploitation.
Also this past week, the first single from Mariah Carey's new album E=MC2, "Touch
My Body," hit radio stations. The new single is a reflection of the R&B directionthat Carey
has taken as pop has gone more urban. "Body" is a single that I wanted to hate from my first
listen butfound more and more irresistibleeach time that I heard it. This comes hand-in-hand
with the catchy slowbeatof the song, a rhythm that really hooks listenersfrom its beginning,
building to a strong climax. The song almost oversteps its boundarieswhen Carey coos the
ridiculous line, "I will hunt you down."But the lyrics represent true pop gold. They have an
innate guilty-pleasure factorbuilt in, and while they border on overly erotic, they beautifully
walk the line. Still, the track, while sure to be a radio mega-smash, does not play to Carey's
strength; it contains mostly smallervocals until her explosiveending in lieuofaccentuating her powerhousepipes throughout.

The
Calendar

Sunday

Thursday
BIG HEAD TODD
Paradise Rock Club

HOWIE DAY
Paradise Lounge

OPEN MIC NIGHT
French Press

CARRIE UNDERWOOD
Dunkin Donuts Center

AKROBATIK, MR. LIF
Middle East

Friday

Monday

VAGINA MONOLOGUES
McGuinn 121
GIPSY KINGS
Opera House

ARTS & REVIEW MEETING
Eagle's Nest

CLUTCH, MURDER BY DEATH
Middle East
BIG HEAD TODD
Paradise Rock Club

Tuesday

Saturday

MUSIC IN THE AFTERNOON
Gasson 100

THE STATION, TIM PALMIERI
Paradise Lounge

STICKS AND STONES
CushingOOl

THE UNIVERSITY CHORALE'S
WINTER CONCERT
St. Ignatius Chruch

Wednesday

SUPER FURRY ANIMALS
Paradise Rock Club

i
thMTwheGregoiaupvnThomsen

JAMES BLUNT, SARA BAREILLES
Orpheum Theatre

Editors'Obsessions
MHGatcrnhaimgE
nojt, ditor
Up until this point, I haven't been too big on
Children of Bodom, but their latest single and
title track off their upcoming album, Blooddrunk, has caught my attention. While the title
is fairly stupid and awkward, I can't stop listening to thekiller mix of heavyriffs and ominous
keyboards. The album drops on April 15.

BTAashiorl&RE
c,. ditor
After her VMA Britney Spears debacle,
Sarah Silvermanhas gotten just the lift she
needed with the YouTube phenomenon"I'm
F?ing Matt Damon." Sorry, Jimmy Kimmel, but who could blame yourgirlfriendfor
wanting to be with Jason Bourne up against
the minibar?
JFoM
Sermlat,s anager
After reliving favorite moments of the
first nine cycles through an endless number
of all-day "modelthons," the new season of
America's Next Top Model premiered last
night. Stay tuned to see what crazy antics
Tyra andfellow judgesput the girlsthrough
as they battlefor the much-desiredtitle.
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Thank goodness for Lindsay Lohan. Even
when she has nothing to promote, Lohan manages to get herself into magazines over and
over again. This month Lindsay can be found
recreating Marilyn Monroe'sfamous final photo
shoot in NewYorkmagazine: nude. The pictorial
was shot by Bert Stern, the photographer from
the original 1962 spread. Lohan said she "was
comfortable with it," although she did do 250
crunches the nightbefore, justin case. It isn'tthe
naked pictures that I find amusing,because honestly, she's done worse; it is hermother's
comments. The always-introverted Dma i
Lohan spoke out less than 24 hours
after the pictures hit the fnternet,
making sure to give her stamp of
approval, "ft was very tastefully
done. I look at them artistically,"
she said. In a long line of justifications, Dma says that the magazine
is not Playboy.Lindsay was playing a character, whichmakes it all
right. Gottabe honest, I don't see
a distinctionbetween pretending
to be someone else and dressing
up in a Playboyspread. Maybe
I am just not that artistic.
But the kicker comes when
Dmaadmits that 14-year-old
daughter, Ali, accompanied
Lindsay to the shoot. The
little sister wouldn't have
been able to go ifthe situation was "risque." I would
like to see the dictionarythat

is being used in that house.
Worriedabout howyou willlook in yourbikini
during spring break? Well, it looks like youmay
soonbe getting somehelpfrom JessicaSimpson,
fn 2005, during a brieflull in her career, Simpson
starred in a workout tape produced by Speedfit.
The singer signeda multi-million-dollarcontract,
but later changed her mind and refused to give
final approval of the tape. Speedfit owner Alex
Astillean sued Jessica last year for $10 million,
but no settlement was reached. NowAstillean is
going afterPapa Joe Simpson. The reason for
the suit: The Simpsons "are hurting millions offat people inAmerica." I hope that
is not seriouslyhis legal reason.
Six months after trying to end his
life, Owen Wilson is ready to get back
to work. The recovering actor will
be starring in Marley and Me,
a comedy about a writer who
adopts a mischievous dog.
Jennifer Aniston has reportedly been cast as Wilson's
wife. The comedy is based
on a book by John Grogan,
who is thrilled by Wilson's
involvement in the project,
saying, "We don'tlook anything alike but I think his
personality will be a great
fit to my own." Shooting
begins in Miami on March
10, whilefinal release of the
project has been slotted for
Christmas Day.
k
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Big Brother 9
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Due to thewriter's strike, CBS brought the
summer's guiltypleasureto spring. For three
months, this show is on Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Sundays due to its complex game
schedule. This season is special because the
houseguests are paired up with Big Brother
playing matchmaker. See people lie, cheat,
and annoy the heck out of the others, with
drama alreadypresent in its second week. Is
love in the air, too? Catch 889 on CBS on
Tuesdays at 9 p.m., Wednesdays at 8 p.m.,
and Sundays at 8 p.m.
America's Next Top Model Cycle
10: It's back and fiercerthan ever. See
Tyra whip amateurs into top models in
NewYorkon The CW, on Wednesdays
at 7 p.m.
\
I
\Jy The Oscars. See glitfe and glamour
in a harmonious Hollywood. Turye in
Sunday, Feb. 4at 8 p.m.\>n ABC/

/5\

BC TUBE

l's unique brandof"Celebreality"has given thetelevisionviewingworld somereal gems.
First, there was The Surreal
Life, which stuck six professional has-beens
into onehouseand gave them interestingtasks
to complete. The franchise was so popular,
it made about 28 of them, scraping these
so-called celebrities from the bottom of the
barrel. Everyone from Dave Coulier (aka
Joey fromFull House) to VanillaIce has graced the hall of that home -1 use the term "graced"
very loosely, of course. Apparently VHI thought it struck reality gold with The Surreal Life
because it went on to launch a wholehost of new series that follow ex-celebrities.ScottBaio
is 45 and Single, The Salt N'Pepa Show, Flavor of Love - they have all characterizedthe
once music-based station as the place to go for trashy entertainment. So where was VHI to
go next? In today's world offallen celebutantesand fashionable detox, the answer must have
been simple: CelebrityRehab.
The show is run by Dr. Drew, who is best known for his classy late-night program,Real
Sex with Dr. Drew. Who wouldn'tbe the obvious candidate with that resume? It is important
to note,though, that the patients that Dr. Drew treats are not your average stars. There will be
no Britney Spears or Mcl Gibson roaming the hallways of the clinic, or even the occasional
Lindsay Lohan 24-hour drop-ins. No, the stars ofCelebrityRehab are from the same mold as
the rest of the Celebreality shows. The cast consists of a hodge-podgeoffake famous people
like Jeff Conway (Kenickie from Grease; Taxi), Laura Winslow's little sister from Family
Matters, the least talented of the four Baldwin brothers, and an American Idol finalist - just
to name a few.
Perhaps the most shockingthing aboutCelebrityRehabis that the showis actuallyreally
interesting, f would go so far as to call it compelling stuff. The patients share theirreal feelings and
go through thereal stages ofrehab. Conway has
been a particularlyengaging story, as the audience
watched him move from severe pain and the inabilityto talk to become a fullyfunctioning human
being.Dr. Drew's assistantShelly, a rehab survivor
herself, is just thereality check the cast needs, supplying much needed doses oftough love.The best
episodeaired last week, when thefamilies ofeach
patient shared pre-rehab stories. The result was
absolutely heartbreaking and was enough reason
PHOTO COURTESY OF VHI.COM I for me to tune in for the rest ofthe season.

...

with Assoc. Editor Blair Thill
"I'm in love, I'm in love, and I don't
care who knows it!" 1 couldn't help but
quote Elf as I joyfully watchedAmerican Idol Tuesday night. Granted, the
circumstances under which I uttered the
words were a bit different than Buddy's.
I was sitting alone in my common room,
exclaimingmy true feelings to absolutely
no one in particular, as my two normal
viewing companions were otherwise
occupied. It seems a bit pathetic when
f reconsider the situation, but I will not
lament my penchant for unusually strong
attachments to people I will never meet
here. I think thattopic is better suited for
a trip to the shrink.
But I digress; I wantedto proclaim that
my American Idol allegiances have been
captured. The semifinals are the point at
which I pick my favorites. I usuallywatch
both the girls and guys sing and decide
which lucky contestants would garnermy
support. The decision is generallytough,

but in the end f have done pretty well,
choosing second-place contestants like
Blake Lewis, Bo Bice, and ashamedlyClay
Aiken (go ahead, judge me). But I didn't
needto hearthe women sing before deciding that none of themcould compareto the
two men I fell in love with on Tuesday:
Jason Castro and Michael Johns.
Castro is an unlikely American Idol
semifinalist, with dreadlocks streaming
down to his waist. At 20 years old, Jason
is a performer who is wise beyond his
years. He chose to accompanyhimselfwith
the acoustic guitar as he sang the '60s hit
"Daydream" (the theme of the night was
the '60s). His effortless vocals reminded
me a lot of a quirkier Jack Johnson or
the forgotten name twin Jason Mraz. The
judges agreed, as Simon dubbed Jason's
performance as one of the top two of the
night.
Johns is also an unlikely semifinalist,
not because ofhis looks, but becauseofhis
Australianorigins. Indeed, the29-year-old
is extremely handsome, with an excellent
sense ofstyle. The Aussie originallycaught
my eye in Hollywood when he sang a
beautiful rendition of the Queen classic
"Bohemian Rhapsody," a song that most
people butcher. He kept the classic rock
traditionaliveTuesdayby smoothly crooning The Doors' "Light My Fire," adding
just theright touchof JimMorrison's gritty
growl. It shouldbe notedthough that Johns
is married,meaningI shouldprobablykeep
my comments to myself.I dohave a classy
reputation to uphold, after all.

CLOSE-UP
Washington
Journal's
Steve Scully

with Joseph Zaleski
I implore you to discreditany televisionnetworkthat purports to "know drama," for it
is a flawedassertion; unless that station is C-SPAN - thebastion ofgovernmentaland purely
dramatic televisionsince 1979.1 envisionfurrowed brows and outrage at this censure ofother
worthy entertainment like Kyle XY ox the E! channel. Imagine the grilling a representative
in Congress mayreceive on any given day. Consider the tension betweenPress Secretary
Dana Perino and Washington reporters at daily press briefings. Think about the insights
being introduced during every "Book TV."All of the action is unscripted and it comes to a
head every morning from 7to 10 a.m. during Washington Journal, a programthat highlights
the top news from The Beltway and beyond. Specifically, accolades must be given to Steve
Scully, a political editorfor C-SPAN and one host of Washington Journal.Not onlyis Scully
a professional and general all-star, but he must finally receive proper recognition for this
"under-the-radar job." That is why Mr. Scully is being highlightedin this section, not just
for his contribution this week, but for every week on the program.
THURSDAY, FEBURARY 21, 2008 the SCENE
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Kurt Cobain: A generation's lonely son

Songs
1."Low"

Flo Rida ft. T-Pain
2. "With You"
Chris Brown
3. "Don't Stop The Music"

By Jeff Wallace
Asst. Arts & Review Editor
Kurt Cobain had thought about dying his
entire life. Fed up with crippling stomach
problems that had plagued him since childhood, making death seem like the only viable
option, the Nirvana frontman said, "I wanted
to f?ing blow my head off. I was so tiredof
it." Instead, heresorted to heroin,
and for the first time in years,
the pain subsided. Cobain said,
"1 don't regret it. That's because
I used [drugs] as a pain medication to get rid of a pain. In that
sense, I do not regret it." Having
just started a family, Cobain even
went on further to say, "I knew
that I would eventually stop doing them. Being married and having a baby is
a good incentive. Eventually if I were to keep
doing drugs, I would have lost everything. I
have a lot of reasons to not do drugs."
His defiantmusic will continue to influence
generationsto come, but nearlya year after this
interviewtook place, Cobain was found dead
in his Lake Washington home, from what was
declared to be a self-inflicted shotgun wound to
the head. In the almost 14 years since that day,
Cobain's life story has been often fantasized,
but no artifact has come close to showing the
true Kurt Cobain. The music, which Cobain
described as, "A mixture of every emotion
I've ever experienced: anger, death, [and]
absolute totalbliss," can only tell us so much
about the man.
About a Son goes to the source itself, allowing Cobain to make sense of his life story
- one second in charge, and the next morbidly
vulnerable. The narrative is pieced together
from excerpts of more than 25 hours of unreleased interviews with journalist Michael
Azerrad, author ofComeas YouAre: The Story
of Nirvana. The interviews were conducted
between December 1992 and March 1993 at
Cobain's home, and took place between midnight and dawn.
Cobain, the only voice heard in thefilm, is

4. "No One"

4
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Rihanna

Alicia Keys
5. "Apologize"
Timbalandft.One...
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first heard during the opening score, which was from an innocent 8 year-old to an alienated
composed by Nirvana producer Steve Fisk and manic-depressant high-schooler that he deBen Gibbard of Death Cab for Cutie. Cobain scribes as, "the kid who was probably most
reveals, "I don't think 1 am going to be any likelyto succeed inbringing an AK-47 to school
more open with my personal life with anyother and blowingeveryone away." Cobain passed up
interview in the future."
on scholarships to art school, only to become
About a Son is not a documentary,but plays destitute and ponder the question, "How sucout as an autobiography. In the 97-minute cessful can a band be if you mix heavy Black
film, there is probably less than five minutes Sabbath with The Beatles?"
of actual footage of Cobain; instead, producer
About a Son sees theworld through the eyes
AJ Schnack took Cobain's voice and projected of Kurt Cobain, who is incredibly insightful
it over a humble Pacific Northwest backdrop. i and evep prophetic at times, seeing himself
Schnack carefully chose scenes from the thr^e- \u25a0' as part-TOf the last innocent generation. He
Washingtoncities that
says, "Everything was
influenced Cobain
very basic and almost
the most: Aberdeen,
medieval compared to
Olympia, and Seattle.
nowadays," citing an
The scenes subtly
increase in violence and
reflect the insight in
widespread alienation.
Cobain's revelations,
Fourteen years later, the
j---C'L._.
&
aptly showing the vulnerable nature of sofciety. world still struggles with this loss of innoThefilm is alsodriven by an electric soundtrack, cence.
which does not feature any tunes from Nirvana,
Surprisingly,About a Son finds Kurt Cobain
but rather looks to artists that influenced Cobain at peace with himself - looking forward to
during his life, ranging from David Bowie and raising his child and, "tiredof hatingpeople so
much." Sadly enough, Cobain left us before he
Queen to the most obscure punk bands.
Cobain's childhood unfolded in the boring could put it all together.The man mayhave been
loggingtown ofAberdeen, wherehe transformed vulnerable, but the music will never die. A

Albums
1. Sleep Through the Static

JackJohnson

2. Detours
Sheryl Crow
3. As I Am
Alicia Keys
4. It is Time For a Love Revolution
Lenny Kravitz
5.2008 Grammy Nominees
Various Artists
SOURCF: BILLBOARD.COM
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chic. Most faces are directed attentively toward
the performer, perched next to the table lamp
with his guitar. Listening to his tuneful chirpings, I'mthinking aboutthe strangely social yet
personal nature of this musical gathering.
We are at a folk show in a friend of a friend's
apartment in Allston, surrounded by a rare
breed of BU hipsters. Nellie, our BU friend
MindNwucostWhle ong who brought us here, introduces us to a few of
her friends. While new people are setting up
I am sitting cross-legged on the floor, and to perform, we chat around the kitchen table
someone on the couch behind me is tapping his with scarved boys in peacoats and girls weartoe intomy back. Anotherguyis throwingprinting ironic eyeglasses. Brendan buys a copy of
er paper confetti in the air, and it floats down Bridgette's $2 zinc. Mahoney talks to Steve
onto the groupof us covering the carpeted floor. aboutsomeconcert they both went to. Thay and
Bicycles hang from hooks by the spokes of a 1 discuss Peruvian food. We converse pleasantly
wheel; the peeling chintz wallpaperis shabby until someone walks in announcing, "This is not

on

ChartToppers
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a party, this is a SHOW, so please get the f? out
ofthe kitchen and sit yourselfdown in the living
room! Thanks." So it's back to the show.
Next up, a folksy girl-guy duo has the floor.
The lights are low, and while he strums and
sings (clearly a bit tipsy),she carries the vocals
(despite a self-proclaimed flu). They sing in
simple harmony, resolution always following
dissonance, with lyrics mostly aboutthose small
poetic moments of daily life, i.e. light through
the window, calling home to mom, etc.
What 1 liked about the night was the feel of
it all. You could tell they were all just friends
hanging out, but had decided to spend some
special time appreciating each others' talents
in the comfort of someone's home. The audience was supportive and respectful. Even as

Erykah Badu
The NewAmerykah
(PL One): 4th
WorldWar
Motown
ALL ALBUM COVERSCOURTESY OF AMAZON.COM

a stranger, I could take part in the organic
vibe. Somebody's dad (definitely one of
those "cool dads") was also there watching
and recording the music, while drinking and
cussing to win overus young people.It added
a funny "proud father at the talent show" feel
and helped people from taking themselves
too seriously.

It's a cool notion to designate time to just
sharing music among friends; to see each
other in a different context, or communicate
in a different way. Even between family, a
room full of strangers, or supposed college
town rivals, music especially has a way of
bringing peopletogether. What's funny is that
eachperson takes something differentaway, a
personal experience.And this was mine.

RecortdhOfWal
withJef lace

When you take a West African
rhythmic backbone, smuggle it
back to a modest mountain city
in North Carolina, and then mash
it up with everything else in between,theresult is ToubabKrewe.
It then makes perfect sense that
"toubab"is West African for "foreigner" and"krewe" serves as New
Orleans's original spelling of the
word "crew." The Ashville, N.C.
based quintet has made multiple
trips to West Africa - a region
where songs have transcended
generationswithoutbeingrecorded
or written down - andhas jammed
with the area's finest musicians.
Toubab's intense instrumentals
explore these traditional numbers,
adding muscle in the form ofcuriously gritty electric guitarphrases,

all of which are perpetuated by a
relentless wall of percussion.
The absence of vocals only
strengthens the raw sentiments in
guitarist Drew Heller's licks, who
assumes the role of conductor
as he weaves in and out of time
signatures - gently gracing the
upperregisters but stillunashamed
to attack the low end with trebleladenhowl. Constantly on therun,
his style touches everythingfrom
psychedelic surf-rock to a vintage
rock-and-roll twang. While the
workmanHellerrelies onthe use of
only six strings, utility-man Justin
Perkins tackles two behemoths:
the first being the 12-stringedkamalengoni, and the second being
the 21-stringedkora. Both instruments are native to West Africa

and, when plucked, will resonate
with a majestic harp-like tone, a
perfect complement to Heller's
already-soaringride. Perkins also
uses the two harp-lutesto get down
and dirty, producing a surprisingly melodic scratching sound by
simply applying some spit to the
hand and then rubbing the strings

mercy for the limits of rhythmic
expression.
Toubab Krewe's much anticipated follow up to their 2005
self-titled debutis expectedin the
coming months. In theirthree-year
existence, they havebuilt adevoted
following and have performed at
such festivals as Bonnaroo, Vegoose, and Langerado.Though their
exploratoryblend ofmusical traditions has been warmly welcomed
by the jam-band faithful, Toubab
Krewe's subtle complexities and
jarring instrumental adventures
will continue to prove that there
are very few boundaries in modern
music. As ToubabKrewe continues
to evolve, it is likely thatthey will
even unlock a few of their own
traditions.

violently.
While both Heller and Perkins
float on the upper levels ofToubab
Krewe'smulti-texturedsonic enigma, the rhythm section, comprised
of the able tandem ofTeal Brown
on drums, David Pransky on electric bass, and Luke Quaranta on
percussion, serves as the balancing force thatkeeps it all together.
Toubab's live drum circles further
raise the bar, showing little to no

Valentines delight with Magnetic Fields
By Dan McGillivray
spise ClayAiken andhislot." An odd
For The Heights
choice, but right you are, sir.
Valentine's Day in Boston proThe Somerville Theatre is not
your typical alternative concert vided the perfect backdrop for lead
venue. But then, the Magnetic singer/songwriter Stephen Merritt's
Fields are anything but typical. I lovelorn lyrics. He and pianist/votook my seat (at an altitude that calist/manager Claudia Gonson
makes the stage swirl) in the organized the Magnetic Fields here
cramped balcony and awkwardly with Sam Davol and John Woo, and
positioned myselffor a longwait. played theirfirst live show at T.T the
The seats filled up with hipsters, Bear's Place in Cambridge. Homeand f was seated next to a 30town show expectations were lofty,
-something couple that seemed but the bar-raising three-disc set 69
out of place. I knew I was in for a Love Songs, exploring every aspect
fun evening when the gentleman of love with every musical genre,
explained to his wife and I, "See, met and surpassed all of them. Inter
all the cheap seats fill up with cool band chit-chatpoked fun atrelationships, but illuminated the ethereal
people. I bet all of these 'kids' dc-

CD

humor and dreary reality woven
into songs like "Zombie Boy" and
"Epitaph for my Heart."
The Magnetic Fields' most recent release, Distortion, has been
criticized as overly influenced by
Merritt's first project, The Jesus
and Mary Chain. Each song is
flooded with feedback and grainy
undercurrents. After hearing the
unplugged versions of "California
Girls" and "Too Drunk to Dream,"
they could stand to lose this layer
of background fuzz.
It is safe to say someone spiked
the Davis Square water supply
with quirky charm for Feb. 14. The
audience was a mix of seasoned

CD
Alike Doughty
Golden Delicious
ATO Records

Download This:"Fort Hood"
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hipsters, high school dates, and
20-somethings. Many people were
distractedas Merrittthrewhishands
up to plug his ears after a tune, or
rushed off stage for intermission
and after the final curtain; his ears
are extremely sensitive and cannot
handle the wildapplause, laughter,

The

Raveonettes
Lust Lust Lust

Sharin Foo and Sune Rose Wagner,
who comprise half of the Danish Indie
outfit, turn to soothing vocal harmonies
juxtaposed by a snarling wall of distorted guitars to bring back a blissful,
simplistic attackreminiscentof theVelvet
Underground.Lust LustLust bleeds with
tension, allowing feedback to linger and
set the spark for each explosive release.
Therelativelyliquid harmoniesmask the
duo's hauntingly dark lyrics. A-

Download This:"Hallucination"

COURTESY

and hooting that followed each
song. The set list also featured songs
by Fields off-shoots, the GothicArchies and The 6ths. Blending all of
their differentbands, themes, styles,
and albums, the Magnetic Fields
produced a showpattern as intricate
as love itself. A-

Video

Single

Vice Records

Borrowing heavily from the Dave
Matthews playbook, the former Soul
Coughingfrontmanbrings his feel-good
bubblegum-rock to his second studio effort, GoldenDelicious. Doughty holds on
to theplayful innocence and warm vocal
rasp that helpedpropel Soul Coughingto
cult-like success in the mid '90s. "Fort
Hood" is a perfect out-lash against popculture as it starts with the line, "I would
rather watch movie stars get fat." B

IMAGES

Matchbox
Twenty
"These Hard Times"

R.E.M.
"Supernatural
Superserious"

Dir. by Ramon & Pedro

Warner Bros.

"SupernaturalSuperserious" is the first

single from REM's 14th studio album
Accelerate, due out on April 1. Since
drummer Bill Berry's departure in 1997,
REM has struggled to revisit its uplifting,
no-frills sound that lifted the quartetfrom
garage-rock status. Guitarist Peter Buck
channels Lou Reed'srustic march, which
is offset by Micheal Stipes's optimistic
cries. REM also unleashes its secret
weapon in theform ofMike Mills's soothing harmony vocals, proof that REM will
never be "Out ofTime." A-

Taken from thesecond single ofMatchbox Twenty's retrospective album, Exile on
Mainstream, thevideo is set in a grayed-out
inner-city neighborhood that features bicycle riders and graffiti. The band plays on
the sidewalk as members of thecommunity
pass withoutacknowledgingthem, but their
melancholyisleft to the imagination. Their
spirits are lifted, however, when myriadballoons of different colors are released from
the sewers and a garage. In theend, nothing
is explainedand nothing is resolved in this
forgetful video. C
ALL ALBUM COVERPHOTOS COURTESY OF AMAZ0N.COM
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Road theTOscars
By

_f

ChaseKinser

He's satanic, crazy, ambitious, irrational, and downright entertaining. "I drink your milkshake!" will
="-hig Vjn g one of the
go down as one of the best lines ever. Daniel Day-Lewis will leav° hig
greatest performances in film history, playing
The Oscars are back! Even though the writer's strike led to the
Daniel Plainview, the misanthropic oil baron.
The other four actors don't even compare
cancellation of the Golden Globes, the Academy Awards will still be
- in most other years, they wouldn't even be
held as planned, with Jon Stewart as the host again. Although
nominated. Depp can act, but he can't really
sing. Clooney gets a nomination because of
both actress categories and a few others are up for grabs, all
his star power. Tommy Lee Jones does a good
the other categories are already pretty much determined.
job, but he doesn't branch out from sticking his
own personality into the role. Mortensen shows
For the first time since Lord of the Rings swept everything
promise, but it isn't enough. Plus, Day-Lewis has
four years ago, there is a very clear frontrunner
won almost every award to date. Oh yeah, and
that has dominated all the precursor awards, No
all the other nominees want Day-Lewis to win.
Clooney - Michael Clayton
Country for Old Men. This frontrunner and the
Daniel Day-Lewis - There Will be Blood
true darkhorse, There Will Be Blood, give the
Johnny Depp - Sweeney Todd
Tommy Lee Jones In the Valley ofElah
race a very dark and gritty feel, which is
This is a tough category, but Christie has
Viggo Mortensen Eastern Promises
most of the buzz (and the Screen Actors
something the Oscars rarely has. All the
Guild award) that it takes to win. Marion
other nominees are typical Oscar bait
Should Win: Daniel Day-Lewis - There Will
Cotillard has received almost as much
Be Blood
praise for her portrayal of the French
and come every year in different
- There Will Be
Will
WinDaniel
Day-Lewis
Piaf,
won
and she has just
the
singer Edith
forms, but these two American
Blood
British Award of Film and Television Arts.
Then there is the young Canadian Ellen
arthouse films will most likely
Page, who is in the only movie most of the
win big this Sunday and
Academy members have actually seen.
Cate Blanchett - Elizabeth: The GoldenAge
will be remembered
Page has a lot of things going for her; she
Julie Christie - Away from Her
plays a very different character in the only
long beyond our
Marion Cotillard - La Vie en Rose
movie that has a Best Picture nod. Cotillard
Laura Linney - The Savages
generation.
faces the discriminationof being in a foreign
Ellen Page Juno
film, and Christie has already won. Page is
wonderful in the film and most people are
Should Win: Ellen Page Juno
rooting for her, but the odds are against
Will Win: Julie Christie Away from Her
her as she faces two tough actresses.
Heights Staff

--

Atonement
Juno
Michael Clayton
No Country for Old Men
There Will Be Blood
Should Win: No Countryfor Old
Men
Will Win: No Country for Old Men

this one is simple. No Country for Old Men is the best film made this year
all-time greats. Its ending is controversial, but many great films have
survived with controversial endings. Chinatown, Vertigo, and
practically every Stanley Kubrick film have done this, and
those films keep audiences thinking for generations. There
Will Be Blood is a film in the same class, but it will have to
settlefor the second spot this year. No Country has been
sweeping the guild awards, the critic awards, and everything
in between. There Will Be Blood has received some
recognition too, but it maybe too "different"for the Academy's
taste. There is a rumor that the similarities between these
twowill createa votesplit and make room for the much-loved
Juno, which has the highest box office gross of the group.

\u25a0pping thrillerwithout music. That alone should give them the award

Paul Thomas Anderson - There Will Be
Blood
Joel and Ethan Coen - No Countryfor Old
Men
Tony Gilroy - Michael Clayton
Jason Reitman - Juno
Julian Schnabel - The Diving Belland the
Butterfly

Hamfos had to have a creepy soundtrack to keep the tension going

The Coens relied on every other factor in their
arsenal to give No Country the feel it needed.
Hearing the sound of Anton's boots and seeing
his shadow cover the light beneath the door is
enough to place an audience at the edge of its
seat. Paul Thomas Anderson would deserve
this award in another year for his mesmerizing
piece of art, but he won't and shouldn't get a
statue thisyear. Schnabel had a cleverand fitting
vision for The Diving Bell, but he needs more
than a couple of cool and differentideas to beat
the Coen brothers. Jason Reitman and Tony
Gilroy are just riding the success of their films.

Should Win: Joel and Ethan Coen - No j
Countryfor Old Men
Will Win: Joel and Ethan Coen - No Country
for Old Men

- -

This is easily the toughest category to predict because
it is arace between all of them(well Saoirse Ronan
doesn't reallyhave a chance, but who's keeping track
anyway). Cate Blanchett won the Golden Globe and
her acclaim seems to be the only good thing said
about that "experimental"piece. Plus, she played
Bob Dylan, and not many actresses can pull that
off. Amy Ryan is the critics' choice and did the best
job playing the cokehead mother of a kidnapped
toddler. Ruby Dee has only five minutes of screen
time, but she certainly makes the most of it. Oh,
and she won the SAG award. But, there is Tilda
Swinton, who won the BAFTA and has currently
generated the most buzz, so she will most likely
pull off the victory even though Ryan deserves it.
Like Daniel Day-Lewis, Javier Bardem has perfected a chara^
only get richer with age. Every nuance of his role is done
rashness in his voice, the evil glare in his eyes, and
all let us know who he is from one glance. He can flip a
it,"and everyone in the theater knows what will
calls it wrong. The other four nominees all dq^fl
Casey Affleck, whohas created
a career for himself in this year
alone. Holbrook makes the
most out of his limited role.
Hoffman provides entertainment
in a movie that is lacking iL
and Wilkinson does his
great work as he
No one can and
Bardem, who has
precursors

and^^

6-7

Id win this category mainly because he needs an Oscarand Joel and

Hold than King Tut's tomb by the end of the night. Anderson should
r

Cate Blanchett - I'm Not There
Ruby Dee - American Gangster
Saoirse Ronan - Atonement
Amy Ryan - Gone Baby Gone
Tilda Swinton - Michael Clayton
Should Win: Amy Ryan - Gone Baby
Gone
Win: Tilda Swinton - Michael
Clayton

\u25a0

Casey Affleck - The Assassination of Jesse James
by the CowardRobert Ford
Javier Bardem - No Country for Old Men
Hal Holbrook - Into the Wild
Phillip Seymour Hoffman - Charlie Wilson's War
Tom Wilkinson - Michael Clayton
Should Win: JavierBardem - No Country for Old
Men
Will Win: JavierBardem - No Country for Old Men

also win this award because his film is the best
adaptation; he took an Upton Sinclair novel and
created a period masterpiece. The memorable
line "I drink your milkshake!" was taken from a
transcript he read that is dated from the 19205.
His screenplay simply best adapts the material
he was given. The Coens adapted a novel that
Cormac McCarthy wrote, intended to be a film.
The Coens will win this one because they have
won everything so far, especiallyin this category
where they won their only Golden Globe.

Paul Thomas Anderson - There Will Be Blood
Joel and Ethan Coen - No Countryfor Old Men
Christopher Hampton - Atonement
Ronald Harwood - The Diving Bell andthe Butterfly
Sarah Polley - Away from Her
Should Win: Paul Thomas Anderson - There Will Be
Blood
Will Win: Joel and Ethan Coen - No Country for Old
Men

Hue is funny and clever, but Brad Bird did something different.
X in a kitchen making gourmet food. With his previously
Oscar-nominated screenplay, The Incredibles,
Bird has redefined animated film from a medium
for kids that adults have to see to a film for adults
that kids can follow along with. Ratatouille's story
and themes are truly remarkable and deserving
of an Oscar outside of the Animated Feature
category. Yet, former stripper Cody will claim
this prize for writing the cute, funny, warm and
fuzzy Juno because the Academy always awards
the quirky independent movie in this category.

....

Brad Bird - Ratatouille
Diablo Cody - Juno
Tony Gilroy - Michael Clayton
Tamara Jenkins - The Savages
Nancy Oliver Lars and the Real Girl

-

--

Should Win: Brad Bird Ratatouille
Will Win: Diablo Cody Juno

....

RYAN LITTMAN-QUINN AND BRYNNE LEE \ HEIGHTS PHOTO ILLUSTRATION
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The American Dream: Frank Lucas style
By

Bill Falor

For The Heights
Harlem, New York City, 1968.The old guard was on the declineand a vacuumwas forming in
the borough's underworld.What transpired next constitutes the story of Ridley Scott's sprawling
epic, American Gangster, a film more violent and virulent than even the title may suggest.
American Gangster depicts the life and timesofFrank Lucas (DenzelWashington), a self-made
man whose driveand determinationled to the creation ofa narcotics empire. Through theaid ofhis
family (which includes the impressive ChiwetelEjiofor, artists T.I. and Common, and the Oscarnominated Ruby Dee), Lucas modifies the traditionalmethod ofinternationaldrug trafficking in his
pursuit ofpower, respect, and riches. In his way stands the motivated, squeaky clean "Boy Scout"
Richie Roberts(Russell Crowe), the only good cop in a town rife with police corruption. The story
follows these two men as one amasses his empire while the other works to dismantle it.
Major themesof thefilm, like most gangstermovies, include mercilessnessand a struggle to gain
respect. Washington's performance is comparable to Al Pacino in The Godfather films, displaying
a quiet confidence that mostly covers an explosiverage. Crowe, contrary to his performances in
Gladiatorand L.A. Confidential, shows restraint as his wits overrule his brawn. Both characters
struggle to gain esteem within their respective environments. Frank must deal with rival gang
membersand corrupt police (includingJosh Brolin), while Richie must handle his pending divorce
and workamong a department ofcops that distrust him.
Noteworthy aspects of the film, in addition to the engagingperformances, include scenic shots
on-location in Thailand, as well as a storyline that, though in need of some editing, spans across
the turbulent era of the late '60s and '70s. With the Vietnam War asa backdrop, Scott effectively
places the audience within the scope ofthe times, realisticallyintegratingracialand socio-economic
issues. The final product leaves the viewer not necessarily pitying and rooting for Frank Lucas,
but at the very least understandingthe situation in which he lived (troublesome, divisive)and the
resources that were available to him (none).
The movie comes in one oftwo packages. The two-disc package includes the original theatrical
edition (with commentary), an unrated extended edition, deleted scenes with an alternate opening,
a feature-length documentarychronicling the productionofAmerican Gangster, and an interesting
"Case Files" addition thatshows the methodsand training used by real policein making the film.The
other package contains the first two discs as well asa disc with music videos byAnthony Hamilton
and Jay-Z, BET and NBC television specials, a theatrical trailer, and a digital version of the film.
Fans of gangster flicks are bound to enjoy this movie. A modern-day classic in the genre,
American Gangster encapsulates a hard-hittingbiopic on a man driven to establish himselfand
then some. It is extremely entertaining and should not be missed. A-

New This Week
Movies
/. \u25ba VantagePoint
2. Charlie Bartlett
3. Be Kind Rewind

8

.

DVDs
1. Beowulf
2. The Darjeeling Limited
3. 30 Days of Night
the
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\u25ba Oscar winner Forest
Whitaker andLoststar Matthew Fox lead an all-star
cast in this thriller about
an assassination attempt on
the president. The crime is
witnessedfromfive different
perspectives, which must be
combined to find thekiller.

The persecuted fan
Last semester, I sat in the back of
FM 301, aka Screenwriter, feeling a
bit like a caged animal. My professor
was teaching us about the importance
of genre when writing a screenplay
and how, with every genre, there
are certain expectations. We started
with the genre ofromantic comedies,
otherwiseknown as chick flicks. He
asked us for a list of the bestromantic
comediesmade in the last five years.
No one raised their hand but me. f
suggested the merits ofThe Holiday
- the adorablefilm that came out
last year starring CameronDiaz and
the Oscar-nominated actress Kate
Winslet. I found myselfteasedabout
my choice, with only one otherperson
in the class agreeingwith my suggestion. It should come as no surprise
thatthat one otherperson was another
female(there were just three of us in
the class). My professor then requested our ideas for the best romantic
comedies ofall time.This evoked a
betterresponse, as the class started
listing the likes of Pretty Woman,
NottingHi 11... and basicallyanything
else with JuliaRoberts. The collection was still pretty scant though,
leaving out classics like
Sleepless in Seattle and
The Wedding Planner,
huge oversights in
the bookof this chick
flick connoisseur. The
class disillusionedme

and even caused me to
rethink my obsession
with the genre. Out the
window was the pride I
held in my cinematic tastes.
The
backlash
against
chick flicks
became publicly evident
this weekend,
when the dclightful Ryan
Reynolds comedy, Definitely,
Maybe, opened
at just No. 5 at the

box office, being beat out by the likes
of Jumper and Step Up 2 the Streets. 1
will admit thatthe trailerfor Definitely,
Maybe was completelymisleading
and confusing, but did nobody read
the fabulous reviews it received? Even
the entertainmentBible, Entertainment Weekly, decidedthat the film
was worthy of a B - no small feat for
a chick flick reviewedby a man who
hates chick flicks. But no one saw the
movie. Yet anotherpiece of evidence
uncovered on theromantic comedic
prejudices that exist in America.
I suppose that men are really to
blame for the underrating of the genre.
Don't worry, I'm not about to delve
into some huge pro-feminist, anti-male
tirade. In fact, I don't think feminists
would agree with my enjoyment of
chick flicks either. But I think that the
men of the world are justplain ignorant to therich culture of the romantic
comedy. They cannot understand the
appeal of a genre that deliversthe
same thing every time. They do not
understand the comfort inknowing
that, yes, the fictional characters of
Jane and John will overcomeadversity and get together at the end of the
story. What can be better than knowing
that you will go into and come out of
a movie happy, no matter how many
tears you shed in between?
Do not get me wrong, though.
Not all chick flicks are created
equal. Love Actually, for example
- good. Music and Lyrics! Bad,
very bad. Perhaps the only way
men will everknow what it
feels like to be persecuted
for their film preferences is if women start a
movement against
theirfavorite
movies. The
first targets? I
daresay those
awards should
go to Fight
Club and Rudy
1 never did
understand why
my dad cried
as Rudy was
hoisted onto the
shoulders of the

football team...
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Tula Batanchiev
Heights Editor

By

Turning 21 is a fabulous time in the life "
ofany college student. Vox Populi makes it
that much better.
Located on Boylston Street across from
the Prudential Center, Vox aims to please.
The bartenders are friendly and talkative
while maintaining a professional demeanor.
Dressed in black, they are also easily
distinguishable.While the bartendersexude
class, so does the atmosphere. With two
levels, there's an area for everyone.The first
OF
floor is your typical bar area; chaos persists,
heightenedby customers shouting drink
orders to the bartenders. Lack of seatingon
a busy night is a reality on the main level, although booths are set up in theback for
those who plan to eat and drink.
Upstairs, however, is much more relaxing. Several alcoves supply guests with
privacy and seclusion from the hustle andbustle of most bars; it's a great place to
spend the night with four or five ofyour closest friends. The couches offer comfort
and create the perfect moodfor those lingering conversations.The upstairs area also
offers a personal waiterof sorts. Each bartender will come back to your specific
alcove,requiring little to no effort to get to your happy place.
Although Vox is frequentedby the after-hours businessmen of Boston, it's also a
great place to bring a date or friends on a special occasion. Unlike the seedy college
bars that are near and dear to us all, Vox is a more upscalebar and its prices are
proof. Martinis will cost you $11 each. This seems like a lot, but the quality cannot
be denied. Every martini was delicious, particularly the Candle Apple. Mojitos
($l2 each), specifically the Raspberry Lime Ricky,
were equally satisfying. For thebeer drinkers, Vox
A
fNox Populi
serves both bottled and draught for $5 each. An
755 Boylston Street
extensive wine and champagne list is also included
Boston, MA 02116
in the menu. Whether your choice of drink is hard \J6I7) 424-8300
alcohol,beer, or wine, Vox has something for
everyone. With an atmosphere to please any preference, the bar provides a night
you'llalways remember ... if the shots don'tget to you first. A

VOXBSTN.CM

COURTESY

J

RECIPE

Lyn'sAunCthC
ery runch
In honor of Presidents' Day? we give you this classic
throwback to GeorgeWashington, the man who couldnt
tell a lie.Like Washington, this decadent...dessert doesn't
hide anything. Eat a warm slice a la mode with a scoop
of rich vanilla ice cream to warm that cold; February
3 cans cherry pie filling
1 tablespoon lemon juice

1 box white cake mix
1 stick melted butter or margarine
1/2 cup chopped pecans
S3
Place pie filling in bottom of 13 x 9 baking dish. Pour lemon

WH

FLIKR.COM
COURTESY
OF

Durgin Park
340 Faneuil Hall Market PL
Boston, MA 02109
(617)227-2038

juice over and set aside. Tn bowl, combine cake mix, butter,
and pecans. Mixture will be crumbly. Sprinkle mixture over
top of pie filling. Bake at 350 degrees for 30 minutes or until
golden brown and bubbly.

STAF

HEIGHTS

/

MAUSNCARELE
OF

COURTESY
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Rusticclaamopkhesr haracter
By Anne

Muscrella
Heights Staff

Established in 1827, Durgin Park has forever been a staple in the heart of Quincy
Market. It is a rustic restaurant offering quality traditional American food, but little else.
The restaurant isn't noticeable from the street andresides above a pub. We went
up the stairs, and at the top, directly behind the hostess, was the large kitchen, wide
open for all to see. It was not at all glamorous, but it matches with the rest of the
environment.
The inside is very sparsely decorated and the atmosphere leaves a lot to be desired.
We were seated at a table against the wall, which was private but not at all romantic.
The tables are covered in red and white checkered tableclothes, the lighting leaves
nothing to the imagination, and the walls are barren. The clattering of the nearby
kitchen is amplified by the woodenfloors, and there is no music playing to distract you.
Service was slow and not incredibly welcoming or friendly.
Once seated, we were immediately served a large square of corn bread. Initially
I was excited, because I was starving and corn bread is usually one ofmy favorites;
however, it lacked flavor, so I pushed it aside to wait for my entree.
The menu offers something to please everypalate, from roast prime rib to penne
pasta, and everything in between. Being a Friday during Lent, my dining partner and
I both opted to order from the fish section of the menu. They have a great selection of
fish, featuring raw oysters, fried fish and chips, and a simple bakedhaddock. I ordered
the baked scrod, which is a house favorite. It was very flavorful, soft and fresh with a
light coating ofbread crumbs. My friend ordered thefried shrimp, which was plentiful
and delicious. Both entrees were served with a vegetable and a starch, justlike Mom
would provide. The portions on both dishes were very large, and the quality of the food
was impressive, but there was a lack of attention to presentation.
They had classic dessert offerings from a brownie sundae to apple pie. We decided
to be adventurous and order the Indian pudding, a house specialty that the waiter
recommended, but we ended up regretting it. It tasted like mashed sweet potatoes, and
the presentation did not make it look at all appetizing.
Our bill added up a little more quickly than we had expected ($5O for a dinner for
two), but we attributed this to the fact that we ordered fish. Many oftheir entrees were
closer to $13, and if you are looking for a real deal, the lunch menu seemed to offer a
variety of delicious sandwiches for a reasonable price. If you are looking for a casual,
basic, hearty meal, and you aren't concerned with atmosphere, service, or presentation,
check out Durgin Park next time you are in the city. C+
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Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9
grid. In each row there are 9 slots, some ofwhich
are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain
the numbers 1 to 9. You must follow these rules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3
box
The number should appear only once on row,
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"I promise I won't get upset. Just tell me
why you chewed up her Chanel pumps."
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"You'll be fine, that drip will
last you for two weeks."
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South Street Bomb
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11/2 ounces Root
Beer Schnapps

12 ounces beer
\u25bc

Email:
chuapaya@bcheights.com
About Me: Claudia Huapaya is a staff columnist for The Heights. She welcomes
comments and suggestions for new drinks.
Drink Up!: | n honor of thosefriends abroadthat we miss dearly and those friendsthat we have gained
or gotten back, I propose a toast. This is no ordinary toast, for all know that South Street's
Secret Society drinksfar more heavily than any other. This is a toast to those who lived under
the blue awnings before us, as well as those that will live underthem after. So before we
start the usual power hour, raise your glass as I give you the South Street Bomb.
From Manhattan's South Street Seaport to Philly's South Street, and back to The Heathere
on the Heights, avenues opposite of north are always a good time. Let us notforget the many
other South and southern things that we love: Park, Pole, Carolina, Comfort, America (Peru,
boiboi), Beach, and California's University.
Grab your favoriteshot glass and fill it with the schnapps. Pour your beer of choice into a cup
- I'd recommend a solo cup or any other 16-ounce glass, just in case of splashing. Drop your
shot glass intothe cupand chug as fast as your epiglottis will allow.This simple yet tasty
treat will leave you with the aftertaste of root beer and the after effects of regular beer.
The most exciting thing about this week's Drink Up is that it's my half birthday. In six months,
I'll be able to try this drink. Speaking of birthdays, today is Ellen Page's birthday, as well as
Rue McClanahan's, aka Blanche of the Golden Girls. Thatone's for your grandma. No matter
if you're toasting to a birthday or your favorite street, get ready to get bombed and drink up!
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Style Files (BC) wrote
With Lauren Gomez
dunks, tires, sneaks, j's,
trainers, forces, chucks. If you

Kicks,

haven't heard at least two of these
terms before now, then you need
to get out more, kid. I'm talking
footwear - specifically sneakers.
But trust me, these aren't your
mother's gym shoes. The idea of
the "statement piece" has shifted
gears, as streetwear has arguably
evolved into the paramount aspect
of contemporary style. It's less
contrived than high fashion. It's real,
organic, and mostimportantly,being
endorsed by guys and girls alike.
As unique as the people who rock
them, the shoes I'm referring to

range anywhere from beige to
neon pink, with every pattern
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in between. The materials from
which they are made vary too,
including patent leather, canvas,
rubber, or faux zebra hide. If you
can imagine it, you can find it. And
if you can't find it, well then you
can probably have it custom made.
Want somethingfresh for your feet
but don't know where to go? Well,
it's no New York City selection, but
Boston does have its fair share of
sneaker stores. Check out Laced,
The Tannery,Concepts, Karmaloop,

Nike Air Force Ones with

or the renowned and clandestine
Bodega (hidden beneath thefagade
of a convenience store). Don't want
to venture beyond Boston College?
You can order a pair online from
sites such as skiptomyshoe.com,
flightclub.com, or bnyconline.com.
Karmaloop also has its own Web
site; Hypebeast.com serves as an
online magazinepromotingfashion,
sneakers, and culture. Multiple
personal blogs feature sneaker
heads exchanging information
aboutthe highlyanticipatedrelease
of select models. Will Thompson,
A&S '11, says, "Right now, I'm
into
limited-edition sneakers.
Ones that only come out during a
certain time or in certain countries
- in limited colors and styles."
Some individuals are making their
own profit off the foot frenzy. Nick
Kodama, A&S '10, explains, "I
know a guy I can buy vintage Nikes
from for about $200, and then I
sell them for two grand online."
Whether for business or pleasure,
it's becomingincreasinglyapparent
that sneakers aren'tstrictly for gym
classanymore.Whateveryourtaste,
keep in mind that originality is key.
Don't be afraid to step it up a notch.

Faux Zebra Fur

Reebok pumps
Easter edition

ALife NYC sneakers

Will Thompson's extensive
sneaker collection
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